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INANCING THEIR FUTUR
$10 MILLION

The

most far-reaching event

Homecoming Weekend
may well be the launching

of

II Endowment Fund campaign on
Saturday night, November 3. Here's

of the Century

the story

.

.

.

Once upon a time, long, long ago, a
was bom. The 19th century
was about to close when Graysville
Academy came into being. Back in
those early days an hour and a half of
work per day and $ 100 cash could see
school

a student through a year of school.
Now the second century for that
school, which has matured as Southem College of Seventh-day Adventists. liesjust over the horizon. Times
have changed and so has the price
tag for education. The two-semester
bill for the average dormitory stuient at Southern comes to $7,430.

"We're making every effort to hold
costs," says
Richard Reiner, senior vice president

down tuition and other

finance. "In fact, college cost in[Teases here over the past 10 years
For

have been held below Consumer
Price Index rises." Yet $30,000 for a
:ollege degree is a frightening
thought to many families wanting
the best in Christian education for
their children.

Student scholarships offer the
answer to tuition shock, the affliction affecting so

many American

homes these days. But those scholarships have to come from somewhere.
rhere we are .... back to the Century II Endowment Fund.
The Endowment Fund Committee,
composed of 25 individuals, many of
them
astute
and successful
businessmen, met in September to
plan campaign strategy. These plans
will be unveiled in an exciting and
fast-paced presentation, a segment of
the Saturday night Homecoming
program, according to William H.
Taylor, campaign director.
The multimillion dollar endowment concept is ba.sed on gifts that
will keep on giving. Ordinary scholarship funds are quickly depleted
the money is awarded, and that's it.

Endowments provide support that

is

FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

more permanent,

in that gift funds
are carefully invested to furnish income for disbursement as scholarships.

Achievement of the $10 million
10-year goal will provide scholarships for about one thousand students each year.
The concept is not a new one, nor is
the goal beyond reach. Yale University has an endowment of $750 million! And Southern has a start already toward the $10 million. Since
1978 when an endowment fund was
first set up, the fund has grown to

$1.4 million. Right now this is
generating scholarships for 269 students who otherwise would not be
studying at Southern this semester.

Why

Scholarships Rather

Than Loans?
Loan funds have their place. In
fact last year 1,017 students at
Southern assumed loans totaling
$1,801,944, according to Laurel
Wells, director of student finance.
She has 20 years of experience in
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Some

though they

to graduation.

for scholarship assistance.

"Many

of these students have borrowed from two or three loan sources
in the same year. It is not uncommon
for a student to borrow $4,000 in one
school year," she stated. When a student must borrow at that rate for four
years, then marries someone with a
similar financial load, that couple
starts out with a formidable debt

which they must begin repaying soon
after entering the work force, she
points out. These students are among
the many who need scholarships to
lighten the load.

"Federal allocation of student aid
funds has dropped significantly in
recent years," Mrs. Wells indicated.
"Southern College received 52 percent less funding in the National Direct Student Loan Program for
1984-85 than was received 10 years
ago; 37 percent less than in 1983-84."
If cumulative loans are overburdening, if loans are becoming less
available, where can a young person
turn?

What About Work?

come

Endowment Fund

answer for those young
people who do not have sufficient financial resources to attend Southern
College, but who do have the mind,
the determination, and the will to
succeed through hard work and dedication," asserts John Wagner, presi-

will be the

dent.
It's

not a free-lunch program the

Endowment Fund Committee has
cooked up. Students who benefit will
be doing their part. Awarding of
scholarships will continue to be built
upon need. Just as important,
though, is diligence reflected in acceptable scholastic progress and willingness to work. Scholarship dollars
will help those who are willing to
help themselves through consistent
part-time work.
Even those who faithfully work 20

week and

time during
gap widening
between income and costs. In 1983
this gap was about $4,550, up from
$2,200 in 1972. Last year 1,201 students received some type of student
assistance. (This was 97 percent of
the Full-Time Equivalent enroll-

hours
the

p)er

summer

ment

full

find the

students,
are,

Many

Southern Union.

tually unable to help out. Some
families have two or even three
offspring of college age. Education
majors are not permitted employment during their student teaching
experience due to time commitments
in their professional semester. Nursing students seeking the A.S. degree
and R.N. status in the two-year program are especially limited in how
much they can work.
"We believe it is imperative that
Christian education be made available to as many young people as possible," says A. C. McClure, chairman of
the Southern College Board of Trus-

Dr. Cecil Rolfe, professor of business administration, chairs the En-

dowment Fund Investment Commitalready activated to
safeguard investments to the utmost
degree possible, according to Dr.
tee. Policies are

Rolfe.

grows, the future of the college will
be secure, not only for the church,
which involves the constituents of

"Alumni everywhere will be kept
informed of their opportunities to
participate in the Century II program," says Mr. Taylor. "Those
employed by companies with matching gift programs will certainly want
to consider that benefit. Some
alumni will be happy to assist with
business contacts. There will bel
many ways to share in this campaign. Volunteers can know that
they are actually helping thousands
of youth get a Christian education

the Southern Union, but for
thousands of students who will come

and are possibly participating in a;
survival program for Southern Col-

to the college in future years."

lege itself"

tees.

"As the Endowment Fund

I
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laid in re-

cent weeks for a cooperative effort
throughout the conferences of the

ft-om one-parent families vir-

Atlanta,

the

"I believe

Groundwork has been

industrious
have special need

helping young people find ways to
come to Southern and stay through
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As

many

as

a

thousand

alumni and family members will be "coming
home" the weekend of
November 3 to renew fond
memories and friendships.
Classes to be honored at the 1984

Alumni Homecoming are the decade
classesofl924, 1934, 1944, and 1974,
and the 25-year class (1959) and
5-year class (1979). A Sundaymorning brunch at 8:30 a.m. is
planned especially for members of
these classes.
General registration on Friday afternoon will be at the historic little
Doll House on Campus Drive. It will
continue at that location until sundown, then move to the Physical
Education Center.

Sabbath morning speaker will be
Elder Joe Crews, '44, director of
Amazing Facts, a radio-TV and Bible
lesson ministry.

The

8:15 a.m. early

church service will be followed by
Sabbath School at 9:30 a.m., then a
later church service at 11:30 a.m.
These will be in the Physical Education Center. The day will be enriched
with music by the Symphonic Choir
and the SC Symphony under the direction of Orlo Gilbert, plus a concert
Sabbath afternoon planned by Dr.

Marvin

Robert.s<^)n.

Friday will be Founders Day, with
special events centered around SoJu-Conians, the graduates of Southern Junior College, 1916-1944. Registration especially for So-Ju-

Conians will begin at 1:30 p.m. on
Friday at Miller Hall, the former
music building.

A

significant

campus

transition

be marked by appropriate afternoon ceremonies beginning Friday
at 2:30 p.m. at Miller Hall. These will
include the planting of a tree brought
from the old Graysville campus and
the setting of stones from that site to
form a new fountain. Miller Hall is
about to be transformed into the Religion Center, So-Ju-Conian Hall.
This project is testimony to the lives
and loving service of the 380 alumni
will

of that era who are still living, as
well as to students and staff in whose
memory donations have been given.
So-Ju-Conian Hall will provide office and classroom space for the Division of Religion, as well as chapel and
library areas. The solidity of the
brick building will be complemented

by new landscaping when renovation
is complete. The name of Harold A.
Miller, music teacher in the 1930's to
the 1950's, will not be lost. Appropriately, it is to be transferred to the
choral section of J. Mabel Wood Hall,
the new music building.

Friday evening vesper speaker
will be

Mark

Dalton,

"74.

associate

pastor of the Madison Campus
Church. Vespers will begin at 7:45
p.m. in the Physical Education
Center.

As Sabbath ends, Karen Oswald
Nelson,

'74, will

lead in meditation.
busi-

That program, along with the

ness meeting to follow, will be in the
Collegedale Academy gymnasium.
Jerry Clower, known for his
humorous presentations about the
South, will be filling the Physical

Education Center with laughter
Saturday evening. A Christian gentleman, Clower's folk comedy includes stories about his relatives,
particularly his cousin Marcel.
Alumni will be guests for this program; those wishing to reserve seats
will have opportunity to do so.
Sabbath meal arrangements include the hosting of lunch for the
alumni by the Collegedale Church.
Alumni will be guests of the Collegedale Chapter of the Alumni Association and the SC faculty and staff
for the Sabbath evening meal. Both
meals will be at the academy gymnasium. A box lunch supper Friday
evening is planned for the So-JuConian group at the conclusion of the
afternoon activities.
Coordinating the Homecoming
events this year is Elder K. R. Davis,
associate director of the Alumni Association. He is assisted by the
Alumni Executive Committee: John
Wm. Henson, president; Robert Lor-

Susan
Boyd Miller, past president; Ed Neal,

ren, D.D.S., president-elect;

president of Collegedale Alumni
Chapter; Lois Hilderbrandt Moore;
Nelson Thoresen; Evonne Kutzner
Crook. Others working with them
are Jack McClarty, Vinita Sauder,
and William H. Taylor.

SOUTHERN COLUMNS-

Alumni Top
of Southern College
A'umni
are increasingly support-

ing their alma mater in a

measurable way. with
cash gifts more than four
times the amount given in 1979-80.
Challenge grants totaling $45,500
from BECA (Business Executives
Challenge Alumni) are being
awarded to Southern College during
the Annual Council in Washington,
D.C.
The terms of the challenge grants

alumni contributions of
$120,000 in the annual alumni drive

BECA

was started in 1979 by a group of
Adventist business people who
wanted to see alumni support increase from its then 6.5 percent.

fort

BECA

After four years of
lenges, 31.3 percent of the

chal-

alumni
from Southern College supported
their alma mater through the annual
fund. This was well above the 25.4
percent achievement of the 11 Ad-

Goals

ventist colleges and universities as a
whole. (National average for private
colleges is 24 percent.) A level of 33
percent participation is a goal for the
future.

BECA
colleges

challenges to the 11

and universities

in

SDA

North

America totaled $312,000 this past
year, 15 percent of which is being
awarded to Southern College.

were

and a total of 1,575 donors. Both
goals were exceeded.
"The growing generosity of our
alumni means a lot to me personally," says Dr. John Wagner, president, who is attending the Annual
Council meetings October 9 to 16 and
representing the college at the
BECA award presentation.
"The BECA challenge grants are
much appreciated, too. Not only do
they supply an extra motivational
edge, but also the cash bonuses help
meet special campus needs that
otherwise could not be funded."
In the year ending June 30,
$120,038 was given to the annual
alumni fund for unrestricted use.
This is an 18 percent increase over
the previous year. These gifts are
spread among a number of needs,
student aid among them. In addition,
alumni contributed $123,630 in re-

BECA CHALLENGE
GRANT PROGRAM
Five-Year Program, 1980-1985
The BECA (Business Executives Challenge Alumni) goals have been
reache(j in the four years of the program. The following chart shows
the recor(j of achievement ancj the challenge for 1984-85.

stricted gifts for specific projects.

Placing priority on student needs,
the college's Administrative Council
decided to put the major portion of

the unrestricted alumni gifts,
$102,000, into scholarship endowment this year. A research grant of
$5,000 for Dr. Ray Hefferlin, $5,000
for services to alumni, $25,000 toward production of the SOUTHERN
Columns, and $3,000 for the Heritage Room were other allotments.
From the BECA challenge grants,
coming as a reward for outstanding

alumni support, banquet room carpeting and chairs, $8,000; cafeteria
drapes, $7,000; and band uniforms,
$5,000, were funded.
The incentives of the BECA prog-

ram spurred this year's
The five-year, $2 million

increases.

BECA

ef-

i

Ray Hefferlin has taught at
Southern longer than anyone

else— nearly 30

years. This year,
taking a sabbatical
leave at the University of Denver.
Shortly before he left Collegedale

however, he

is

Colorado, he was awarded a
$5,000 research grant. The grant
was made possible by recent
for

unrestricted

BECA

contributions

from alumni, many of them his
former students. See article on
facing

page

for other

BECA

awards.
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Who Walked

Those

the staff of

These Halls
Lake Highland Retirement and Nurs-

ing Facility. His three daughters live in Tennessee,

and a son

in

.Alabama.

all the time." They still find time for
church work, and community involvement. "God has blessed us with good health and
loving kids living nearby."

beautiful
travel,

Ruth Elizabeth (Anderson) Stagg, student '38 to
lives in Keene. Texas. Bette is a retired

Ruby (Aikman) Shields,

'39.

1920's

Elaine (Foley) Turner, student "33 to '36,

Eva (Teed) Beugnot,
Florida.

'29. is retired in

The Beiignots attend

the

Fellsmere.

Vero Beach

retired nurse in Orlando, Florida.

is

She worked

a
at

Florida Hospital.

Church.

Maurine (Shaw) Boyd,
teaching and lives

in

'27,

is

retired

'46. is a

research assis-

Minnesota Historical Society in the
department of archives and manuscripts. She and
her husband, .Aubrey, teach Sabbath School
classes at the First SD.A Church in Minneapolis.
Their sons, Charles, Jonathan, and David are all
graduates of SMC or SC. Daughter Sarita also
attended. David has been accepted into medical
school at Loma Linda University.
tant for the

physician.

from

.Angwin. California.

L. Allec Flanagan, '29, lives in St. Helena.
California, and takes care of a lady there with

eyesight problems. After teaching for several
years, she took up nursing and graduated with a

B.S.N.E. degree from Pacific Union College

in

1949.

950's

1

Walter C. Martin, '26, and his wife, Eva Maude
'.^0. live in Hendersonville. North
Carolma. .Maude is a retired registered nurse, and
previously lived in Melrose, Massachusetts.
(Wilson),

Reni R. and Waldina Alonso.

'52, live in

Keene,

Te.xas.

Richard Arthur.

LEG

has been working as an

'58.

technologist for St. Joseph Hospital in Fort

Worth. Texas, for over two years. He began
working in the electroencephalography field in
1965 at Hinsdale Hospital in Illinois.

1

930's

Katie (Phillips) Baker, '59.

Mary (Philmon) Byers, .14, retired in 1980 from
26 years as chairman of the department of consumer related sciences on the La Sierra Campus
of

Loma Linda

Douglas,

Sophomore

University. She and her husband,
Riverside, California, and do

Terry Wilks

live in

Community Service work

for the church.

a representative

Dorthy-Mae(McClellan) Benson, student '51 to
is a C.R.N. .A. living in Fletcher, North
Carolina. She is also a housewife and grandmother of four. She and her husband have two
sons and two daughters, three of whom are married. Their youngest is 17. "We love our Lord and

They

'53.

have a married son and daughter and a 5-year-old
grandchild. "I have many happy memories of
school days at SJC," she writes.
Joe S. Cruise, M.D., '36,
vate practice in Atlanta.

is

a physician

He

in pri-

also serves the

940's

1

look for His near return. We rejoice that our
children all share this hope."

Southern Union Conference as associate medical
secretary.

Morris Clark Barringer, student '48 to

Catherine (Scott) Deenham, student

'31 to '37.

lives in Blairsville, Georgia,

Opal (Freeze) Hewitt,

is

Record Braille Foundation in western Kentucky and northwest Tennessee. She and
her husband. Elmer, travel together. Their four
children are ages 10 to 22. On weekends they stay
at their farm in middle Tennessee near
AdamsviUe.
for Christian

'49,

works in environmental services at Boulder
Memorial Hospital in Colorado. He married
Ethel (Horton) in April, 1950. Their son. Montie.

'36. is

no longer

living.

is

an attorney and judge

in

Pueblo, also active

in

the church.

Eva Maude (Wilson) Martin. '30, is living in
Hendersonville, North Carolina. She worked as a
nurse at Hinsdale. Illinois, and Glendale, California, before retirement.

Minnie (Brown) Gleason Berean, former

dent, lives with her husband at the Florida Living

Forest City. Selling literature one sumher youth, a "temporary" teaching job
interrupted her plans and began her long teaching
career. She taught in Memphis. Nashville, and

Center

mer

Margarete (Seiiaz) Petersen, '39. and her husband, Lewis, sold their Corvallis, Oregon, printing business in 1981 (after 36 years of ownership).
This freed them to travel farther than their two
most frequent destinations— Walla Walla and

stu-

Joseph J. Boles, student '51. retired from government work in 1974 and now lives near Morganton, North Carolina, on 30 acres of land. He received a diploma from a business college in Hickory in 1955. then worked for the Defense Department as a quality assurance representative in the
Defense Supply .Agency.

in

in

Wayne County,

Frances Clark. '53 and '58.

is

director of educa-

Southwestern Union Conference and
Keene. Texas.

tion for the
lives in

Ted N. Graves,

"54.

is

Mount Pisgah
Mary Jane, is registrar

principal at

Academy, and his
and librarian. Ted

where they visit their daughters, Bev
Scott and Glenda Merklin. and families. They
look forward to a trip to Florida this fall, with

Michigan. Summer after summer
she returned to Collegedale to continue her own
education. She married Harry Gleason in 1946,
gaining a ready-made family of four daughters.
.After 10 years of widowhood, she married Dewey
Berean in 1968. They both have been active in

Collegedale on the itinerary.

giving Bible studies and placing Christian litera-

Sherman Roy "Jerry" Holdridge, '59. is a
paramedic living in Keene. Texas. His daughter,
Pam, and her husband. Rod Lewis, live in the
Collegedale community. She works at the College

Spokane

—

ture in motels and libraries.

Charles L. Reeve, M.D., Madison
Deer Park. California. His wife, Helen (Lamberton), graduated from nursing at Madison. Their
son. Charles Henry. '80. now lives in Memphis,

'39. lives in

Robert K. Boyd, Ph.D., business administrafrom teaching
business and lives in .Angwin. California.
tion teacher '38 to '42, has retired

Tennessee.

Mildred (Moore) Clark, student
Flora Savelle, '35, passed

away May

7.

1983.

She taught church school for 37 years, was very
active in helping others, and raised thousands of
dollars yeariy for ngathering. Her sister still lives

'43 to '44, is the

wife of a physician. They live in Angwin, California,

and have two sons, a minister and a physiThey also have four grandsons.

cian.

Orlando. Florida.

Ward B. Shaw, Sr., '32. died April 21 in Clermont, Florida. .At the time of his death he was on

SOUTHERN COLUMNS

Jr. and Tim. "78. are both in
Denver. Colorado. Tim is married and expecting
soon to pass on the Graves name to a new genera-

tion.

Press.

William A. Must, '53. and his wife. Patricia, live
.Angwin. California. He is a general contractor
and retired teacher.

in

Floyd O. Rittenhouse, academic dean from '49

on the faculty '38 to '39. is retired at
Angwin, but "still loves the Southern people and
the Southern College campus." He retired from
the presidency of Pacific Union College and was
to '52, also

I

in

wife,

Lorabel (Peavey) MidkifT, '41 and '81, is librarian at Collegedale Academy. Her husband, Marvin, is in health care administration. They say it's
"good to be back in Collegedale, which gets more

president of

Andrews University before

that.

Lynn

Sauls. '56.

and

his wife.

Helen (Braatl.

Lancaster. Massachusetts. .M .Atlantic
Union College he is academic dean and she is
professor of education. Their son. Raymond, and
his wife and three \ oung daughters have moved to
Guadalajara. Mexico, where he began medical
'63. live in

Dr. Jerry L. Evans, '65, is an operations research analyst who tests Air Force space systems. He lives in .Albuquerque, New Mexico. His
wife, Molly Vigil, '65, is an R.N. with an M.S. in
health education. She works part time but mostly
cares for their four youngsters, ages 3 to 11.

studies in .\ugust.

Janet Habenicht, '66,

Faye (Mixont Strickland, student '5 1 to 54. and
her husband. Frank, an anesthesiologist, are retiring to Chesnee. South Carolina, this fall.
"'We're looking forward to returning to the
Southern L'nion though Frank is a PUC-ite
Their daughter. Peggy Sue. '81. and her husband.
lames E. Norton. '82. gave them a grandson this
"

year.

Fred Veltman. '^\. is a professor of religion at
Pacific L'nion College in California. Besides
teaching in the religion department he is completing a General Conference research project on
Ellen While's use of sources in wnlingThe Desire
'49, is a recepof Ages His wife. Renie(Pearman),
tionist and secretary. They are now grandpar-

is

a secretary for the

970's

1

Texas Conference Association, Cleburne, Texas.
Stephen A. Hall, Sr., '67, is vice president of
Florida Financial Concepts. He received his M.S.
in business management in 1972 and a second
M.S., in criminal justice, in 1979. He is a registered health underwriter. In 1979 he married
Mary Urlene (Stevens), Dec. '77. She is an R.N. at
Florida Hospital's Family Health Center. They
have a son, Stephen Anthony Hall 11, and expect
a second child in October.

Esther (von Pohle) Bailey, student '70 to '73. is
married to a veterinarian. They liveinTexarkana.
Texas, and opened a mixed animal practice in
January of 1983. She is a homemaker with three
sons to keep her busy; Caleb. 10; Nathan. 4; and
•Seth,

I.

Debra Angeline Bass,

'74, is the 3 to

administrative supervisor in a

Longwood,

new

1

1

nursing

hospital in

Florida,

.

ents.

Nathanial Dean Wike, student '53 to '55.

is

a

General Motors consultant. He lives in Germantown. Tennessee. He and his wife. Marilyn, have
daughters. Deana. 20. and Janet.

Jean (Lyle) Kumalae,

administrative sec-

Health, department of biostatistics and
epidemiology, at Loma Linda University. Her
husband. Jonah, works for Gencon Risk Management Service at the Loma Linda office. They
have three girls and a boy: Lei. 14; Lani. 1; Julie.
10; and Jeff, 8,
1

"65, has been teaching for 19
Madison Academy, six years at
San Pasqual Academy, six years at Adeiphian
Academy, and six years at Highland Academy.

Luane

in

is

16.

Clara (Nosworthy) Wright writes from .Apopka.
Rorida. Her late husband. Kenneth Wright, was
president of the college from 1945 to 1955. One of
her greatest joys in recent years was to travel to
Malawi with her missionary son Burton. '51. now
on furlough in the U.S. Her only daughter. June,
graduated in the class of '44. Her son Walter. '54.
recently moved to El Cajon. California. Son
Kenneth, student 57 to '58. is treasurer at Bass

Memorial Academy

'66.

retary for .Adventist health study in the School of

Lumberton, Mississippi.

Logan,

S.

years; a year at

At Highland in Portland. Tennessee, she teaches
keyboard music, typing, and accounting. She is
also registrar.

Richard Milzelfelt, '64. is a district environmental manager for the New Mexico Health and
Environment Department. He lives in Placitas.
New Mexico.

Mundy,

Bill

Union College

'62,
in

teaches physics

Angwin,

at

Pacific

California. His wife.

is a graduation analyst as well as
a marriage, family, and child counseling intern.

Susi(Hasel). '66,

1960's

Paul E. and

Johnnie Sue Barlel, '66, lives in Burleson.
Texas, and works in a doctor's office.

Mae Quimby, who

left

Collegedale

Angwin, California. Pastor
Quimby taught religion and pastored here during
two time periods, 1940-43 and 1964-65.

in 1965,

are retired in

Darleen (Davis) Sanford, '64. and her husband.
Boh. have two sons. 13 and 16. Bob is an engineer
with N.ASA at Goddard Space Flight Center.

MD

Their address is; 12598 Rl. 108. Clarksville.
21029. Darieen directs activities and social services for Sharon Nursing

Home,

writes a weekly

news column, and books travel arrangements. They are both on the church board at
local

Elder Ron .Smith, '65. and his wife, Kathleen
(Delamore), are living in Boring, Oregon, where

he pastors the
is

Hood View Church

a nurse.

in

They have four

Portland,
children.

Juanita Stinchfield, student '59 to '61, is administrative secretary to the vice president/
Herald Publishing
marketing for the Review

&

Association
Bill

dress

in

Hagerstown, Maryland.

and Dixie Strong, both'69, have a new adLouisville. Kentucky.

in

Sandra Willsey,

'67,

is

a nurse at Kettering and

has one son.

Bob

H. Wint, student '68 to '69.

Lisa

Cowan

is

14.

Satterfield

.Avon Park. Florida,

with her husband. Don, and their little boy. Don is
Walker Memorisil Hospital in

a staff pharmacist at

.Avon Park.

James Jackson Butler, M.D., '77, is an anesAlabama Regional
Medical Center in Anniston, Alabama.

thesiologist at the Northeast

is now Mrs. Clayton
Laurelbrook Academy in

Shirley Beth Dever, '79,

Brandt. She

is

living at

Tennessee, and is secretary to Bob Zollinger, the
president. She has one son.
'79,

is

a registered nurse work-

ing as a cardiac specialist with ten doctors in
Hemet, California. She does a lot of patient teach-

ing about exercise and diet.

Jack Francisco, '74. is principal of Enterprise
in Kansas. He and his wife, Linda
(Frick), have three children; Jeremy, 13; Rachelle, 10; and Sharia, 8.

Academy

Danelle Glenn, '77, is working as an R.N. on a
medical unit at Porter Memorial Hospital. She
lives in .AiiroiM. C'olorailo. enjoys skiing, is still
single, and invites friends to slop by when going
to.

from,

t>r

through Colorado.

James O. Greek, '73. is pastor of the Heights
SDA Church in Albuquerque, New Mexico. His
wife, RauKina, teaches psychiatric niiising. Pre-

is

going on his

liflh year as principal of Harbert Hills Academy
in Savannah, rcnnessce. He is married to Debbie
(Cooper), who is registrar. Their son, Bobby Jr..

Freshman

'74, lives in

Rose Edwards,

Triadelphia.

and Kathy

Sophomore Renee
Sharla Bogar,

viously they were in Mobile, Alabama. Jim is now
completing a doclor of minislry degree in church

growth.

Linda Sue Henning,

room nurse

is an OH and delivery
Moiida. pari lime, ;iMd

'78,

in I.eesbiiig,
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Samuel T. James, '72. teaches English and
sponsors the yearbook at Fletcher Academy. He
and his wife. Gloria (Patterson), former student,
have boys. Marc and Chns. Sam is studying in the
B.F..'\. program at the University of North
Carolina. .Asheville.

Sharon Jenkins, '77. has been working as an
R.N. in the trauma'JCU unit at Loma Linda University Medical Center for six years. She lives in
Cotton. California.

Cheryl Jetter,

'71,

has been English department

secretary and writing center supervisor at Andrews University, but is beginning her Ph.D. in

comparative

arts at

Ohio University

this fall.

and his wife. Elaine (Batts),
'78. live in Greenville. South Carolina. He is an
F-R. physician, starling his second year of

Gary Jimenez,

(3B/GYN

'78.

residency. Elaine

a medical trans-

is

criber.

Ken Johns, '78. is industrial arts instructor at
Mt. Juliet Junior High in Tennessee, He is currently working on his master's degree at Middle
Tennessee State University. He and his wife,
Margie (Kathka). '77, have daughters. Erin, 4,
and Stephanie. 2,

Wayne

Johns, student '68 to '70. is selfand is vice president of a computer firm producing programs for
perceptually handicapped. He and his wife, Arleen. an occupational therapist, have sons Jason.
6. and Jeffrey, 3. They live in Leesport, Pennsyl-

employed

Junior Gary

mother of a boy. 2, and a baby girl. Her husband.
Volker. was recently appointed communication
secretary of the Florida Conference.

an inactive R.N. who
rects volunteer services (300 volunteers)

Wanda Herb,

'74. is

di-

at

Washington .^dventist Hospital. She also coordinates Lifeline, a service for the elderly and handicapped. She is still single, owns a townhouse.
and enjoys softball. volleyball, and snow skiing.

Howe

Carole (Benedict) Hoekenga, '75, teaches
3 and 4 at Floral Crest School on Sand
Mountain, Bryant, Alabama. Daughter Brenda,
'81, and her husband. Brad Durby, former student, are at Bass Memorial Academy, where he is
boys' dean. Daughter Julie. '82, is working on her
B.S, at SC while working full time at Tri-County

grades

Hospital.

Judith (Socol) Holland, '72. has had her own
estate management development business

real
J.

Dwight Herod,

'V.S.

has pastored the

for seven years.

She

is

an attorney, and they

(Robertson), student '74 to '76,

Linda Hoose, student '76, is product manager
an electronic distributor and lives in Elk
Grove, Illinois.

is

temporarily

from working as a certified dental
to care for Jodi LaRae, 1.

tant

Les Hess,

'73,

is

a senior trial attorney
Orlando, Florida.

assis-

in the

state attorney's office,

live in

(Bittler)

Hewitt, '79,

is

a critical care

charge nurse at Porter Memorial Hospital, Denver, Colorado. She has been happily married for
two years to Jarretl L Hewitt, a respiratory
therapist and mechanical engineer.

He moved

private practice radiology.

two

girls,

ages

Katye Hunt,
ventist

Hicks, '71,

is

associate youth director

Upper Columbia Conference, Spokane.
Washington. He and his wife. Jeri (Haeger), have
boys 7 and 8. "We are delighted owners of five
horses and all of us are anxiously promoting the
soon return of Jesus through the Pathtmder program of the Upper Columbia Conference."
for the

Douglas A. Hilliard, '71, is assistant treasurer
for the Dakota Conference. He and his wife,
Debbie, live in Pierre. South Dakota. Debbie

works for the state in the Department of Water
and Natural Resources. Their twins. Doug and
Duane, are now tall teenagers. Desiree, their
daughter, began school last fall.

Wanda

(Huggins) Hobbs,

'78.

married Larry
Dothan, .Mahama.
She is head nurse of the newborn and intensive
care nurseries at S.E. .Alabama Medical Center, a
400-bed acute care facility. Their children are
Angela, 14, Randy, 14, and Chad, 4.

Hobbs

10 •

in

1978.

They

live in
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June

in

He

Kenosha, Wis-

teaches prenatal classes at Hong Kong .Adventist
Hospital and plans to attend her 10-year nursing
class reunion this fall. (She also writes interesting
newsletters for her friends!)

to

go into

has two boys and

'73, is director of

1

1

Larry G, Johnson,

'70,

Is

an anesthetist

In

Greeneville, Tennessee. His wife. Sonja (Royalty), '70. does home health nursing for Takoma
.Adventist Hospital. Their children are:
13;

a

New

at

Greg,

9:

and Eric.

Tanya,

7.

Lester Johnson, '77, is a senior medical student
the University of Louisville, Kentucky. His

wife. Cynthia (Urick), '77,
at St.

Anthony Hospital

in

is

in

nursing education

Louisville.

They have

and a baby boy, Loren.

and a parrot.

a

ANGEL

Thelma Johnson, '73. retired from elementary
teaching after 25 years, though she still does some
subbing and volunteer teaching of art and handwriting occasionally. She and her husband live in
Hendersonville. Tennessee. They have four chil-

Network of General Educational

braries), a processing center for

Wayne

'7.3, is

to Buffalo,

to 6, a dog, a cat,

1

'78, is living in

Delbert L. Johnson, '76, his wife. Andrea, '74,
and sons Jeremy 6. and Reggie, 5, moved to Hong
Kong from Guam in July, 1983. Del is treasurer of
the South China Island Union Mission. Andee

Virginia.

Ross A. Horsley, M.D., student '70 to

York, from the Albany area

Marlene

McLean,

for

neuro-radiologist.

Cynda Johnson,
consin,

married to Kent Holland,

Hickor\-Lenoir district in the Carolina Conference for about three years. His wife, Janita
retired

as a physical therapist

(AdLi-

4 schools in the

Georgia-Cumberland and Florida conferences.
She lives in Ooltewah. Tennessee. Daughter
Suzanne is in seventh grade at Spalding School.

giri,

dren,

Leslie, 3.

15

grandchildren,

and three great-

grandchildren,

Susan G. Irisy, '76, is doing well as president of
Advantage Customer Relations Systems, offering
hospital consulting. She lives In Oceanside,

(Noble), '75. live in Orange. California.

California.

computerized

Ronald L, Johnston,

'77,

and

his wife.

Connie

They do

billings for doctors' offices.

children are Michael,

5,

and Rebecca,

Their

2.

Tammy (Johnson) Jamar,

'78, is an R,N. workon the surgical floor at Memorial Hospital,
Chattanooga. She came back to Tennessee to
work on her B.S.N., and met her present husband, Leroy, in Chattanooga. They married in

ing

1983.

Carlene (Bremson) Jamerson, '70. is director of
nursing service at Takoma .Adventist Hospital,
Greeneville, Tennessee. Her husband, Gary, is a
respiratory therapist. Jeremy

Carlene

is

is 6 and Julie. 3.
pursuing an M.B.A. degree at East

Tennessee State.

Thomas Johnston, '79. is a carpenter living In
Slingerlands. New York. He married Echo
(Perry), student '79. in June, 1979.
Cheryl (Wierzbic) Jordan, '80, teaches fifth
grade at Ringgold Intermediate School in Georgia. She married Alan K. Jordan on December 28,
1982. in Cleveland. Tennessee. They have lived
in Ringgold since September, 1983. Her stepdaughter, Amanda, is 8. Her husband is vice president of Servicemaster Building Maintenance
Contracts, Inc., in Chattanooga.

1

Lori (Mondavi Keesler, '^8 lo '79. is an L.P.N,
married to Jim Keesler. They have a daughter.
Lea Michelle, born December 20, 1983. Jim
works at Wildvvood Sanitarium, near their Geor-

Greg

Keller, '79.

East Ridge

at

He

ga.

is

an R.N. working in surgery
Hospital. Chattanoo-

Community

Joyce .\nn IBobbittl Keller, '76, floats as an
in the pediatric and neonatal ICU areas of
Loma Linda University Medical Center. Now

R.N.

divorced, she lives m Bryn
with her active Chancy .Aaron.
Chattanooga.

Mawr.
3.

California,

who was born

in

James Robert Kennedy, '73. is an anesthetist.
his wife. Varenda Walker), '72, is a certified
registered nurse. They live in Greeneville. Tenand

occasionally in the College Health Service when
needed. They enjoy time with their grandchildren.

lives in .Apison.

Linda (Dowden) Ledford,

'79.

teaches in the health, physical

Holly Lacey,
education, and recreation department at Walla
Walla College. College Place. Washington.

Laurel Ladish, student '73 to '76. designs and
markets interior design packages to cruise ships
and large naval carriers. She lives in Solana
Beach. California. She writes that her parents
have retired m Honolulu and that her brother Tex

I

is

'71,

is

office

for a periodontist in Richardson, Texas.

band, Larry,

Marian (Lundy) Kuhlman, '70, is a retired
in Collegedale, Her husband is H. H.
Kuhlman. former SC employee. She still works

nurse

home.

gia

Stubbs. of Lake Placid. New York, in August.
1981. They both work at Florida Hospital.

is

in

manager
Her hus-

building maintenance for an

international property

company. They

live in

Gariand with daughters Rebecca. 8. and Robin, 5.
They are happ> that a new church school has just
opened in Richardson.
Lester F. Liltell, M.D., III, student '70's. is an
orthopedic surgeon with an orthopedic group in
Chattanooga. He and his wife. Sherry (Hoover),
have two children. Lester. IV. 9. and Lisa. 7.

student '75. and his wife.
have been living in Kansas City. Missouri. Michael was a third-year student at the LIniversity of Health Sciences College

Michael

Littell,

Rhonda (Webster),

'77.

of Osteopathic Medicine.

Rhonda

is

home

with

Adam Christopher, who was born last December.

a businessman in Napa. California.

nessee.

Mary Lou King,

'70.

has taught at the church

school in Douglasville. Georgia, for 12 years. She
to 4. In 1976 she received her
teaches grades
M.Ed, in reading instruction from Georgia State
1

University.

Beverly (Kuhlman) Kinney, student 70's.

is

a

receptionist in a doctor's office in Winter Park.
Florida. She is single again and has a daughter.

Lauren.

6.

Doug and Vickie (Greenleaf) Knecht, '77. are
teaching at Sandia View .Academy. Corrales.
New Mexico. He teaches music and she teaches

home economics. They

taught at Highland

.Academy for three years, then Doug got his master's in music education at .Andrews University.
and in 1982 they moved to SVA. Donald John was
bom January 25. 1978. and Derek Rahn on March
14. 1983.

Stanley J. Knight. '78, pastors the Tuscaloosa
and Hueylown churches in .Alabama. This spring
10 new members were baptized. His wife. Valeri
(Johnson), '78. works pan time, and they're both
enjoying raising their son. Ryan Patrick, born
July

1.

1983.

Joyce Lynn (Cooksonl Knight, '77. works as an
R.N. in surgery at Madison Hospital. In December. 1980. she married Thomas M. Knight, a
1982 dental school graduate of LLU. After a

two-year public health obligation in Kentucky.
they plan to move back to California. They live in
Bowling Green.

Is

school nurse

in

handicapped students.
the
pastors
72.
Bob Korzyniowski,
Manchester-Nashua churches and lives in Merrimack. New Hampshire. He is a computer and
amateur radio enthusiast. His wife. Susan (Wilcox), is an inactive R.N but an active mom of
four: Catherine. 8; twins Eric and Ryan. 7: and

Andrew.

Sophomore Paul

Loma

Linda. She
Ontario. California, for 220

'77. lives in

Marsha Koppel,

4.

moved to MarWhile he was in the
ion.
Bloomington. Normal, district, the Lord doubled
the church membership from 40 to 85. His wife.
Judy, is completing an R.N. program at a local
HeinzJ.Kowarsch,

Linda (Self) Lane, '71. works halftime in the
neonatal intensive care unit at Loma Linda University Medical Center. Her husband is a registered respiratory therapist, working in the pulmonary function laboratory at LLUMC. Their

boys are Josh.

5.

and Luke.

4.

James Michael
cember 22. 1972. He was from Callahan.

De-

'76
Danelte E. (Sant-Villiers) Livadney, studen)
moved (o Denver. Colorado, last fall lo
become better acquainted with an Adventist Con-

H(molulu

OmnLi R. Kreigerd, student '75. died October
He was married to Dawn (Reifsnyder),
former sludenl. He worked as a draftsman at the
Naval Surface Weapons Center m Silver Spring.
7, 1977.

Maryland
I

Kim Kroker, student

'79.

married Penny

member. They married

legal secretary

they live

in

working

in

in

March. Danetteisa

downtown Denver, hut

Brighton.

Aundretle' Logan, student '77 to '78.

hospital. Their children are: Lisa. 14; Jason. 9:
6.

living in Hunlsville.

to '77.

77. recently

pastor.

is

Florida,

and Monica.

as

Viki (Midkiff) Little, '79.

Russell L. Lazarus, '76.

Clark

.Alabama.

tact

Largin, student '70. died

enjoying Hawaii as a
captain in the .Army Nurse Corps. He is stationed
Iripler Hospital. His wife. Adelina (who is
at
attending nursing classes at the University of
Hawaii), and his son. Joshua, 3. are with him in

Illinois,

Sophomore Darwin

Williams

is

roul
Charyl (Allen) l^edbeller, 72. lives m
Oregon. She has been doing substitute
leaching, some private business work, and
homemaking. Her husband is buying half a counseling business, so they arc busy getting that setI

tary for the

and

lives in

Avondalc

SDA

is

secre-

Elementary School

Chattanooga.

Michael Lombardo, 77. and his wife, Kamona
(Perkins), '76. live in Meridian, Mississippi. He
g(adua(edat Andrews University in I98()andwas
ordained in 1983, He paslors (he Meridian. Pine
|-orcs(.and Newton churches. Kamona is a niuse
at

Rush

llospilal,

Ihcy have been married since

dale.

1979,

tled.

Vxlv/ard K. Longshore, student '76 to '78, is a
police officer in Clinton, South Carolina. He married in I9KI anil has a son, I'dward McKittrick,
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iVlay 5. 19S4. Ihe ianie day he graduated
Irom Lander College with a B.S. in HPERD.

-.1.1

June Loor, '71. is a community health nurse.
She and her hushand. John, live in Mollis, Maine.
He is president of the Northern New England
Conference. They have lour grandchildren,
thanks to Janie and Jim Pleasants, who have three
hoys, and .Susan. '71, and John. Jr. '72, who have

These Halls

proposes and negt)tiates defense contracts \uth
the U.S. Navy. He lives in Newark. California,
and says he has "no family to report!"
Marisol C. Martinez, '76. is taking a break from
medical school to care for .Andy Elvis. 2. and
Haydemary. less than a year. She is married to
David .Almanza. and thev live in .Apopka. Flori-

former student and R.N.. works there
and delivery.

labor

in

Patsy (Rosen) Middaugh, '72. is a pan-time
sewing instructor and fabric consultant at
Bishops Sewing Center in Niles. Michigan. Her

husband. Allen,

is

a self-employed licensed

They have a son.

building contractor.

home

5.

da.

.

Kathy Lord. '76. has been at City of Faith Medand Research Center in Tulsa. Oklahoma, for
more than two years. She is an R.N. and unit
manager of the oncology and cardiology clinics.
In June she began study toward a B.S. in
ical

psychology.

Mary Kathleen (Schaefer) Lorenz, '72. teaches
at the Okeene. Oklahoma. SD.-^i School. She married Garney Guy Lorenz on March 18. 1984. at

Ketchum Church.

the

Joe Mashburn, '76, and his vsife, Salley, '77,
have moved to a new address in Kettering, Ohio.
Sally graduated from medicine at Loma Linda in
1981, and in June completed a residency in anesthesiology at Kettering Memorial Hospital where
will continue to work. Joe has his Ph.D.
mathematics from the LIniversity of California
Riverside, and now has a tenure track position
the University of Dayton.

she

Kathy (Stanley) Mather,

'70,

is

Vicki (Luzader) Lounsberry, '76. controls inventory for Mobile Home Sales, San Antonio.
Texas. She is married and has two sons.

Nicholas.

6.

and B.J..

2.

Darryl and .\rlene Ludington, '73. love teaching at Greater Miami .Academy. Darryl teaches
music, and .Arlene. grade 6. Their sons are

Joshua.

1.

and Jason.

is

in

president of an

Florida.

consultants to nuclear plants. They live in a 40-

Tonopah. -Arizona, adShe makes quilts and quilted

fool 5lh wheeler, with a

dress currently.
jackets as a hobby.

John Mathews,

'75. and his wife. Jan (Schram),
Muscatine. Iowa, where John pastors
the SD.A church and directs a half-hour weekly
TV program. Encounter. He's recording a second
record album and working on a D.Min. degree
from Andrews University. Jan is working on her
master's from the University of Iowa. Their
'76. are in

daughter, .Angela,

is 3,

Michael L. McKenzie, '75. pastors the Gobies.
Michigan. Pinedale Church and also the Pullman
Church. His wife cares for D.J.. almost 7. and

works as a
Magaly (Martinez) Macias,
laboratory and x-ray technician for Cardiology

housewife
and mother. She and her husband. Denzil
McNeilus, former student, are parents of Justin
Garwin. born February 12. 1984. They live in
Dodge Center. Minnesota.

'76.

.Associates of Orlando.

Macias

She married Ouidio

in July. 1980.

Barry Mahorney,
'69. live in

and

"70.

his wife.

Talbott. Tennessee.

He

-Amy.

4.

Morrislown district, and she cares for the home
and Jonathan. II. and Chana. 9. Each summer
Barry, his father-in-law, and Jonathan hike
another 30 to 40 miles on the Appalachian Trail.

Jack McNeilus,

Peter Malgadey. '73, has cost control responat

McKee

Baking

Company

in

He and his wife. Beth (Frederick),
have two children. Ricky. 6. and Kelly. 4.
legedale.

Col'77.

Debbie (Cowley) Manasco, '77, is an emergency
room charge nurse at Loma Linda University
Medical Center. Her husband is starting his sec-

ond year of residency

in

anesthesiology there.

Diane (Gilmore) MarshaU,

'75.

is

'79, is a

full-time wife

Glenn Marshall, a C.R.N. .A. at Hamilton Medical Center in Dalton. Georgia, and mother of
Jeffrey. 5. and Kimberly. I. She also works part
time as an R.N. at East Ridge Community Hospital. Chattanooga (CCU/ICU). .After living in
Florida. New Jersey, and Madison. Tennessee,
they are enjoying the mountains and camping
near their home in Tunnel Hill. Georgia. They
participate in Ihe Ringgold Church.

'79, is in

purchasing and sales of

and aluminum. He lives in
Dodge Center, Minnesota, and is also an
academy board member and innkeeper.
steel, stainless steel,

Doug Martin,
ment

at

Bible at
just

works in the credit departKettering Hospital in Ohio, and teaches
Spring Valley Academy. He and his wife

had theirfourth

Glen Mather,
for

12 •

child, agirl for the first time.

'78.

is

a contract administrator

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, He
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Gary

is

head deacon

at

Marlene.

ter.

6-

'73. has his own company. ChrisCommunications, which makes audio-visual
programs for the .Adventist church and other .Adventist professional groups and institutions.
Though based in Rome. Georgia, he travels
widelv- He married Dorinda Kuebler in May,

Charles Mills,

tian

I98I-'

two winters in
Massachusetts. She is assistant
controller/office manager for SDK Medical Computer Services, one of the largest data processing
Joan

Mills, '76. has survived

Boston.

She

land-

lives in

New

Eng-

Bnghton-

and 6 at
Hanford,
California, with his wife, Patricia (McKenzie),
'77, and two sons, Nicholas, 2, and Darren, 1,
Nick Minder, '79, teaches grades

Armona Union -Academy and

Nick

M.A.

just finished his

ministration from

works as a

Loma

relief

5

lives in

in educational ad-

Linda University. Pat-

supervisor at the local

SDA

They hope to return to the Southeast
some day and would love to hear from friends.
hospital.

Carmen Miranda,

'78. is a

program assistant,
Development

Latin American Bureau. .Adventist

and Relief .Agency. She lives in Takoma Park,
Maryland. She assists the bureau director in
planning, writing, and evaluating development
and relief projects.

programmer for the General Electric Company in Louisville. Kentucky. He and his wife
have a ne\\ baby girl. .Ashley Heather, bom De-

cember

Pathfinders

G. Meister,

III,

student '71.

is

a compu-

ter

31. 1983.

Hermes
teacher

at

S.

Mendez,

computer science
Academy. His wife, Sha-

'77, is a

Forest Lake

is a private nurse for the Cardiovascular
Surgeons Group in Orlando, Florida. They have a
son in high school and a daughter who was in

ron,

kindergarten

Lillian (Sucro) Mitchell, '78. will

part-time

work

Wendy

in

taking PhD
in
University

is

archeology/Old Testament. His wife. Stephanie,
is working on a behavioral science degree, working as secretary for the

ment

at the

David,

Jr..

New

Testament depart-

seminary, and mothering their sons,
13. and Jeremy. II.

Ringgold. Georgia.

(Harrell)

Morey, student

Wendy conducts

for the boys.

P. David Merling, '74.
.Andrews
classwork
at

as an

'69 to '70,

owns and operates a natural food store, is coowner of a horse breeding farm, and raises Angora rabbits. She and her husband. David John
Morey. have two red-headed sons. D.J. and
Jared.

last year.

of

'75.

is 4.

soon rehjm to
R-N. She has taken a rather
lengthy maternity leave and has found son Douglas, almost 2. a real joy to slay home with. She has
also worked with the local group of active

Adam
sibilities

and Jana

Dennis and Barbara (Piatt) Millburn, '72. hve in
-Apopka. Florida- Dennis has been undertreasurer of the Florida Conference for six years.
Bobbie IS a homemaker. and they have a daugh-

ricia

Donna (Myers) McNeilus,

Sharryn,

pastors the

9,

firms for the health care industry in

Fred Mclntyre, student '75 to '77, and his wife
live in Oconto, Nebraska. They teach as a team in
a 14-student church school. They adopted two
babies, Joel, now 4. and Mindy. 2.

Carol L. Maas, student '73, owns Carol's ProTyping Service in Eugene, Oregon. She
has a son, Jonathan, S, who attends Emerald
Junior .Academy. Pleasant Hill.
fessional

is

their church.

four states in Ihe last three years as

4.

Thomas Eugene Lynch, '77, is working with the
Centra Care Medical Center in Deerfield Beach.

Jason

at

engineering consulting corporation. She and her
husband. Dale, have a son. Jonathan. 6. They

have lived
business manager/
administrator of Philpott Medical Center in St.
Petersburg. Florida. Children are Jessica Fawn,
bom in 1975, and Justin Zachary, born in 1978.

Linwood \. Lothrop,

'77.

in
at

Gary L. Miles, student '75. is an insurance
agent in Nashville. His wife. Linda (Arnold), '71,
is secretary to the pastor of the Nashville First
Church and a member of the Home and School
Board for Greater Nashville Junior .Academy.

They

a

live in

home

school program
Saxton's River, Ver-

montan R.N. and median orthopedic surgeon. She and her husband. Ron A. Morris,
former student, live in .Avondale Estates. Georgia. He works in the production and sale of plate

Linda (Lowe) Morris,

'76,

is

cal secretary at the office of

glass-

Joanne C. Metcalf, student '78, is receptionistsecretary at Blue Ridge Technical College. She
lives in Fletcher, North Carolina.
Mearle E. Meyer,

'79. is a certified registered

nurse anesthetist. He recently passed his anesthesia boards and practices at Fairfax Hospital in
Fall Church. Virginia. His wife. BonnieS. (Heck),

VVendell

M.

S.

Moses,

'74.

and

Loma

his wife.

Sharon

Linda. California.
Wendell is presently in an orthopedic surgical
residency there, and Sharon is an R.N. on a surgical unit- They write that their "6-year-old daughter, Gretel, is a schnauzer who thinks she's a
person- Ofcourse we've told her nodifferently,"
(Prather), '78. live in

Donald A. Mole, student '70 to

'71.

Is

a saies

representative for Mitchell Orthopedic Supply.
His \^ife. Rene (Currie), '72. is a full-time
in
and Jonathan will he
Tennessee, is their home.
1

Tammy,

almost 7.
September. Ooltewah.

hoiTiemaker. Their daughter.

is

Frederick. Maryland. She

GeofT Owens,

Alabama.
Keith Murray, '77 and '^9. is an R.N. supervisor of the operating room and recovery room at
Garrett County Memorial Hospital. He and his

Lake Park.
will be 3 in

Meghan Lynette

John Jay Negley,

'70. is assistant plant superin-

Ojala.

'77.

maintains a residence

in Dal-

but has spent extensive amounts of

time working

Washington, D.C.. area over
the last year, and in the New Brunswick. New
Jersey, area since May. Employed by Electronic
Data Systems Corporation, he pert'orms various
tasks related to the installation and maintenance
of computer systems. He returned to bacherlorhood two years ago.

»ife. Laraine (Purdie), '77. live in Mt.

Maryland.
November.

Kenneth V.

They breed Arabian horses and have a beautiful
farm near New Market, Maryland.

las. Te.vas,

Stanley Move, student '75 to '76. lives in
Mobile. .-Mabama, where he is a resident physician, general surgery, at the University of South

also church choir

is

director. In 1983 she married

Ray Paden,

in the

'79. is

company

a computer programmer with

Houston. Texas, doing seismic
applications for Geosource, Inc, He is Pathfinder
director and serves on the Texas Lay Advisory,
chairing the education subcommittee. He is not
an

oil

married.

Hagerstown. Maryland. His wife,
works in a denial office. Son John. Jr. "Sport" plans to attend
Highland View .Academy this fall.

Gary Dean Parfilt, student '73 to "77, is an R.N.
working in a cardiovascular ICU in Phoenix,

.Association in

.Arizona, for a year as a prerequisite for anesthesia school. His wife. Janice

Dmght

Marie

(Phillips),

Nelson, '73, and his wife, Karen (Os-

wald), '74. live in Berrien Springs. Michigan.

LaVeta M. Payne, who taught educ.ii^on and
psychology at Southern prior to 1977. is now retired in Cleburne. Texas, where she cares for her
parents who are 88 and 93.

Mike and Karen (Schwartz) Porter, both "76,
California. Mike pastors the

live in .Altaville,

Altaville/San .Andreas district in the Northern

California Conference. Their children are An-

drew,

in

tendent tor the Review and Herald Publishing
Eileen (Harkins), former student,

Harry Pawly. 71. lives in Parry Sound, OnHe is an employment counsellor for the
Canadian govenment. working with ihe Canada
Employment Immigration Commission.
tario.

He

has been senior pastor of Pioneer Memorial
Church at .Andrews University since June. 1983.
Karen works part time as an R.N. Their son.

and Sarah,

5,

Frank B.
the

4.

Potts, '79. recently transferred

Alabama Supreme Court and now

is

from

practic-

law with his father's firm in general civil pracHis wife. Cindy, whom he met at SCin 1976.
recently joined him in the Florence, Alabama,
area and obtained employment there, after completing requirements at the University of
Tennessee- Knoxville for a four-year merchandising degree. His brother, Robert L. Potts. '66. has
become general counsel of the University of
Alabama Systems.
ing

tice.

is maintenance engineer at
School at Kisii. Kenya. His
vMfe. Marlys. helps in the library and with physical education classes. Their girl. Jennifer, is 3,
Phil has charge of water
and their boy is under

Philip Proctor, '77.

Kamagamho High

Kirk, is 4, Dwight has finished classwork for the
D.Min. and now has the dissertation to complete.

I .

supply,

and his wife. Pam (Halley), '7fi
and '79. consider Jeremiah Lee. 4. Christina. 3.
and Anthony Scott. 2, to be God's greatest blessings to them. Roy works in the plant services
department of Shawnee Mission Medical Center.
Their home is in Spring Hill. Kansas.

Roy Nelson,

'79.

pairs,

Newman,

'71.

Fritz
is

and

his wife,

president of 9-5 Partitions. Eric

will

be a year

in

is

5

tate.

and Laura

October.

Rose Michelle Norman, student '75, was
an auto accident on June 20. 1975.
'73,

8,

and

killed

relocate in Knoxville.

his wife, Betty

Durango, Colorado.

Rick

IS

leach.

summer, where
medical practice and Kay will

Tennessee,

starting his

He was recently

this

chief resident in the family

program in Jackson, Tennessee. Their
child, Benjamin Jens, was bom in March.

practice
lint

Eileen Oakley, '73. lives in

Matthews. North

Carolina

DeniM Faye (Proctor) 0(jg, sludenl '77, lives in
Kent City, Michigan She is returning to the
phone company as an information operator. She
and Sonny

Ogg

got married in April, 1980,

»lep-daughIcr.T<mya.is8 Son

J .1. is

Ron Reading,

Her

a year old.

Senior Candace Curry

Junior

He teaches health, physieducation, and gymnastics. His wife. Dale
(Corwinl, '73, is a homemaker. part-time R.N.
and part-time color consultant. Their children are
vania, for seven years.
cal

student '74 to '75, finished her B.S.
in

Pamela

at

LLU

and

surgery.
S.

'76. is

(Howe) Parker,

executive sec-

retary to a hospital administrator in Hollywood,
Florida. Her husband. [Javid, is a registered

physical therapist

in

private practice in

Pompano

Beach
Janice Marie Patrick, '73. was killed in an auto
accident January 31, 1977. Following graduation,
she had spent the summer in volunteer service at
the Columbia-Venezuela college. The following

school year she taught at Cedar Lake, Michigan.
I'he 1975-76 school year she taught al GeorgiaCumberiand Academy. In the fall of 1976 she had

been teaching
buried

in

at

Graysville

Academy, She was

David W. Patterson,
pian Adventist College

Brenton.

'70,
in

is

president of

southern

l-^lhio-

I'.thiopia.

He

recently requested a new SC calendar. Ethiopian
calendars have 13 months, with the new year
heginninK in September.)

9.

Bryce.

6.

and a daughter. Brooke.

2.

enjoys her work at
Bonnie (Burch) Reed,
the University of Central Florida. She has a variety of tasks as secretary for WUCF-FM/
Instructional Resources. She is divorced.
'74.

Steven Drury Reedy, slutlent '72 to '73. works
a church furniture factory, and lives in
Middletown, Indiana. Children are Melissa. 8.

in

and James Patrick.
Debbie

6.

ll.inlner) Reinsch, '74, lives in

Dayton.

Ohio, Her husband practices anesthesiology at
Kettering Medical Center. Ihey have a daughter

almost

Collegedale.

(

Kathleen (Woods) OJala, '70, is a piano and
muMc teacher at church and public schools in

'74. taught at Jacksonville

.Academy in Florida for three years, then has been
at Blue Mountain Academy, Hamburg, Pennsyl-

works

Rick Norskov, '76. and his wife, Kay
ICampbell), student '75 to '76. just moved to
Faycttcville,

Georgia.

is an R.N. at MemoMission Hospital in Asheville. North
Carolina. She received her C. C.R.N, certification in July. 1984. Her husband. David, graduates
in August from anesthesia school. They hope to

presented a paper at the
Alabama Reading Association held in Birmingham early this year. She serves on the publicity
committee of the association.

75, live in

live in Marietta.

rial

J. Nielsen, '71,

Mark Nicholson,

They

Janet (Cooper) RallilT, 78.

and Sumter. South Carolina,
Evelyn 'Chapman), '74, have a son, Jonathan,
and a daughter. Susanna. 6.

(Lullmani.

'75. currently is

Ronnie Raitz, student '74 to '76. is vice president of Housing Colony. Ltd., a north Atlanta
builder. His wife. Loretta. also works in real es-

Suzanne

Camden
churches. He and

in

re-

hush.

Samaritan Hospital,

Mitchell Nichdaides, '73. pastors the

Penny

and building
in the

Judy (Merchant) Rader, '71. lives in Portland,
Oregon, and is a medical secretary at Good

president of an ad

is

and sometimes sermons

Katherine H. Rackley, student

Takoma Park, Maryland.
company and Suzanne

(Jackson), '73, live in

plant, grounds,

working as an ultrasound technician, though she
is also a registered radiologic technician. She
lives at Indian Rocks Beach, Florida.

Rick Neubrander, '79. is a computer programmerin Orlando. He married Cindy Rogers, former
student, in February. 1981. They are active with
Teen Pathfinders.
Fritz

power

3.

and another child was due

in .April.

has completed a master's
Age Rendalcn,
degree in Ijiglish at the University of Oslo. Norway. He works in the Oslo office of Stoll-Niclsen
Rederi, an offshore contracting firm, as assistant
lo llie quality assurance manager. His wifi- Hur'75.
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Who Walked

Those

These Halls

bara, "82, is involved in many church and secular
music projects. Chrislin is learning lo read and
enio>s books.

sponsibilities. His wife. Rita (.Aakko), "79, is a
charge nurse on the surgical lloor at Palms of

Pasadena Hospital

CA

9131

Faye (Acuff) Rhodes,

'74. is a semi-retired so-

R.N. working in newborn nursery and maternity
areas Their children are Crystal 6. and Travis 2.

worker now staying at home with sons
Joshua, 3, and Graham, almost I. Her husband.
Tom. is a designer and sample-maker at Com-

He

ganton. North Carolina.
Julie (Williams)

Rhodes, student '75 to

"housewife, homemaker. and mother

—

'76,

general radiography as an x-ray technologist.
Their children are Wendi. II. and Jerome, 8.

is

charge
of the lives of two precious children.
an awesome responsibility."" She and her husband. Sam
W. Rhodes. Jr.. have sons, Samuel, 3, and
.

Joshua,

2.

They

live in

in
.

McConnells. South

Susan Dianne (Sutton) Richardson, student

'69

owner of a wallpaper store. Her
husband. Randy Richardson, drives for UPS.
They live in Lawrenceburg. Tennessee, and have
is

Junior Kevin Rice

part

Ryan,

a son. Russell

5.

John D. Riggs, '75, pastors the London and
Williamsburg district in Kentucky. His wife,
Helene Radke, '73, teaches in the Williamsburg
church school. Their daughter. Heather Dawn, is
8,

Harry B. Rimer, '72, lives in Birmingham,
•Alabama, where he pastors the Birmingham
Roebuck Church.

Martha Anne Ruggles,
education

in

Loma

'77, is

continuing her

Linda. California,

JeffSchultz, '78.

Beth (Best) Sabo, "79, is a self-employed
seamstress and also helps run her father"s photography studio in Ringgold, Georgia. She married
Paul W. Sabo in 1978. They have a beautiful Ger-

man

police dog.

Karen Salhany, "79. is an operating room nurse
and owns a business. She lives in Nashville and is
single.

Wayne

Salhany, "74,

is

senior systems analyst

SCI Systems, Inc.. a diversified electronics
manufacturer in Huntsville. .Alabama. He and his
wife, Tralece (Harrel), "83, have daughters Jennifer, 8, and Penny, 5.
for

Pamela (Millar) Ritzier, "74, is an R.N. taking
care of surgical patients. She married Jack Ritzier
in May. 1977. They are buying a home in Riverside. California.

Jack

is

an apprentice plumber.

Dr.

Bill

Roberts, Jr., "76, lives in Frederick.

R, Eldon and Linda "Holly" (Holland) Roberts,

both

"72, live in Bakerst"ield. California.

Eldon
teaches English at Bakersfield Adventist
.Academy, also an evening computer class. Holly

teaches private piano lessons is organist for Sunday churches, and cares for Damien Sherlen
Thomas, 4, and Charisse Linee, I. They love
California weather but miss the Southeast.
.

Alice S. Robertson, "75, lives in Montgomery.
.Alabama, where she is superintendent of educa-

and director of communication for the Gulf
States Conference. Her son Willis is a satellite
director for H
R Block and Company in northtion

&

eastern North Carolina. He has a son Kent.
Alice"s son Philip, "79, is a GC auditor in the
Southern Union. Married to Kathy (Thurber).
children are Steve and Sebrina. .Alices daughter.
Janita, is the wife of Dwight Herod, "75, in the

Carolina Conference. Their daughter

is

Jodi

Karen (Matey) Santaniello,

SDA

Church

in

California.

Karen Leone Ruggles,

'74. is now Mrs.
Lemoine. She is working for the U.S. Air Force.
She has one child and another is expected in
February

14 •
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"77.

works part time
She has been

married for five years lo David Santaniello. Bradley is 3 and another child was due in September,

evangelism coordinator, and bookkeeper and
secretary for the family-owned construction
company. She and her husband, Karyl, have sons
Konrad, 6, and Kristopher, 2.
D. Gregory Scott, student "78 to "79, lives in
Grimaldi. ItaU He manages Radio KOST. a lay

owned and

operated, self-supporting Christian
radio station (FM), broadcasting along the
French and Italian Rivieras and Monaco. '"Radio

KOST represents the only efforts by Seventh-day

Ken

Northern

James Sawtell, "77, pastors the Aiken and
Batesburg-Leesville churches in South Carolina,
Children are a daughter, 12, and a son, 5.

They

at

to evangelize Monaco."'
La Sierra in 1983.

He

Scribner, "71. and his wife, Andrea (Nel-

son), "69,

years.

Karolyn Kay (Hartwig) Sartin, "75, works part
time as an R.N. at East Ridge Hospital. She and
her husband, Gary, live in Ringgold, Georgia. He
works for a home health agency in Ft. Oglethorpe. Their children are: Eric, 13; Aaron, 5;
and Sonja, 3.

have been enjoying their work in the
New England Conference for seven

Ken

ministers to the central

Vermont

area.

Barre amid beautiful ski country in
winter. Their son, Kenny, is 12. They welcome
visits of friends.
live in

Robert and Jane (MiUer) Sea], both "76, live in
Winter Haven. Florida, where he is pastor. Jane
cares for Jessica Elaine, 2. Bob and Jane both
received master" s degrees from .Andrews University in 1979. They worked in the ValdostaLakeland, Georgia, district, before going lo
Florida.

Karen Schaefer, "73, is a registered dietitian on
a temporary medical disability. She lives in Vini-

da.

Napa

a dentist living in the small

Katie Jo (Herber)Schwlnn, "74, is a homemaker
Shattuck, Oklahoma. She is also local child

Adventists

as an R.N. in a pediatrician's office.

Tennessee.
the

in

graduated

is

at

Memphis. Her

Florida, following graduation in 1985.

Fairra Roddy, "72. is a certified registered
nurse anesthetist at Baptist Hospital in Nashville,

youth pastor

an R.N. work-

husband, Richard, is entering his fourth year of
dental school and plans to practice in Ft. Myers,

ta,

Ken Rogers,

"77, is

ing for a cardiovascular surgeon in

LaRae.

'78, is

is

farm community of Wakita. Oklahoma. He
graduated from Loma Linda University School of
Dentistry in June. 1983. His wife. Daria(Stoehr).
graduated the same time in dental hygiene. They
married in -August, 1982.
rural

.

Kathy (Cross) Sanderford,
Maryland.

Margaret (Collins) Schroeder, graduate student
has retired from teaching but volunteers
four days a week as remedial reading teacher at
the Milton-Stateline SD.A School where her
daughter teaches third grade. Richard Holmes,
her son-in-law. is associate pastor at the Walla
Walla City Church. They live in Walla Walla,
Washington.
in "75,

Carolina.

to '70,

,

Ben Schrock, '79, and his wife, Vanessa, live in
Roanoke. Virginia, where they are active in the
SD.A church and their community. Ben is doing

Mor-

live in

,

.

also a free-

is

They

in

Larry Schlist, student '70, is construction
superintendent for residential and commercial
buildings in Madera, California. His wife is an

cial

mercial Flocking of Carolina.

They were

Puerto Rico at Hospital Bella Vista for several
w eeks of practical experience.

1.

lance commercial illustrator.

Petersburg.

for his residency in family practice.

Linda for a few years and then hope to return to
Thailand. Their address is; 10561 Limerick .Avenue. Chatsworth,

in St.

Kieth Schleifer, '79, and his wife, Kittie
(Crook), "78, have been living in Loma Linda.
California. Kieth graduated from medical school
in June and now they will be in Hinsdale. Illinois,

Carol (Neall) Reynolds, '77. met and married
Byron Reynolds, a Califomian physical therapist,
in 1981 while working at Weimar Institute. They
served as missionaries in Bangkok. Thailand, for
nearly three years, doing hospital and health education work. Now they are studying at Loma

Cynthia Jean (Churchill) Scheffler, student "73.
a secretar> living in .Altamonte Springs, Flori-

She

is

Janice Kathleen Sedey, "72, teaches grades

1

Greencville .Adventist .Academy in Tennessee. She has been there since her graduation.
She is adopting a 15-year-old girl who has been
living with her for the past five years.

and

Oklahoma.

2 at

married.

Joseph LeeSchermerhom, student
led in an accident in .April, 1977.

"72,

was

kil-

Mark Schiefer, "77, is co-owner and manager of
the Jefferson Motel Apartments, Treasure Island,
Florida. He also keeps busy at the St. Petersburg
Church with

the youth department

and other

re-

Jim Seeley, '72 and '76. is practicing family
medicine in Madison, Tennessee, with his part- ^
ner, Jones Moore, "72. He and his wife, Pam
(Stoner), '72, have two daughters, Suzanne, 6.
and Jacquelyn, 2.

Martha (Kendall)

M.D., "71. is marned
She plans to take several

Seeley,

to Charles B. Seeley.

.

years' Iea\e from
is

as of June

acu\e practice

the mother of five; Mar>. 10: Sarah.

6;

1.

She

Joe. 4.

school. His wife. Sharolyn (Brass), '79. works
part time as an R.N. at Vanderbiit Hospital in

and number6 was yet
may he moving to
.-Mabama from Oneida. Kentucky.

SICU. They have a
Creek, Tennessee.

Carl Edward and Debra (Ray) Shaw,
Hendersonville. North Carolina. Debbie teaches
home economics at Fletcher .Academy They
have lived in that area since their marriage in

ky.

Becky.

and Elizabeth.

2;

1;

«rote. Thev

when she

to arrive

'78. live in

.

.August. 1978. .Abby

Bob

their basset hound.

is

and

Sbolles. '77.

Carol (Canosa).

his wife.

moved to Durham. North Carolina, to
begin a fellowship in child psychiatry at Duke
University. Their sons are Joel. 2. and David.
Carole

I.

is

busy

at

home.

John A. ShuU. '70. is a physician obstetrics and
gynecology! in Chattanooga. He and his v\ife.
Law ana. have two children. Paige. II. and
Hunter. 3.

They

live in

He

shift at

statT

dean of

Kari

girls at

Terry Snyder, '70. teaches science at Wiscon.Academy. Columbus. Wisconsin. His wife.
Harriet, teaches home economics. Their children
are 9 and 7.

tice.
sity.

Siddall. '74.

a dentist in private pracgraduated in 1981 at Loma Linda Univerand his wife. Diane (Bennettel, '76. live in

He
He

Tallmadge. Ohio. Their daughter, .Alhson. is 3,
and another baby was due in May Diane has been
working part time in the medical-surgical ICU in
Akron.
.

Deborah (Hyde) Simmons, '75. is a housewife
and motherof asonalmost 2. Her husband. Nye.
is an emergency and family physician. Their
home IS in Birmingham. .Alabama.

cares for Beth.

leaches art part time and
and Joey. 6. She lives at

'73.

8.

Ridgetop. Tennessee.

financial coorInc.. responsi-

ble for the financial operations of four hospitals.

He

shares an apartment with his brother. Mike,
is minister of

'8l.inJeffersonville. Indiana. Terry

music

at the St.

Matthews Church.

Francis A. Stone, Sr., "76. is a substitute
teacher and tutor in Candler. North Carolina.

doing a residency in family practice. His wife.
Kalhy (McGhee), "79, is an R.N. working part
time in CCU and teaching nursing at Auburn University part time. Their home is in Columbus.
Georgia.

at

church.

John E. Soule, '74. is a clinical microbiologist at
Walker Memorial Hospital. .Avon Park. Florida.

He married Lis D. Jorgensen in 1975. Their son.
John. Jr.. is 3, and daughter Traci is a year old.
where he

is

live

pastor. Richa

in
is

a

part-time nurse at Smyrna Hospital, and just
completed her M.P.H. from Loma Linda University.

Joel

is

8 and Joshua.

Brian E. Strayer, "73. was in Paris for 14 weeks
summer to complete research for his Ph.D.
dissertation. He is assistant professor of history
this

at

.Andrews University and sponsors the Pre-Law

Club there.

George

6.

Pel Sun, student "73 to '75,

Loma Linda from SC
He

went

to

to continue medical
and Jacqueline (McLa-

has been vice president
and strategic planning at Porter

ren), '75. lost contact after 1975. but got in touch

Memorial Hospital since June. 1983. He married
Maria Young in 1978. Their children are Richard
Duane. II. 3. and Melissa Kay. 2. Their home is in

May. 1978. and married that .August. George is
medical technologist at Sycamore Hospital
iKMC) and Jackie has been working there as a

Littleton. Colorado.

nurse, but quit to be at

Richard D.
for marketing

Stier, '78.

Maryan (Wilkinson)
James

Winnie Sinclair,

is

Management.

Alan W. Stout, "78. graduated from medicine at
Loma Linda University in 1983. He is presently

Dan and Richa Stevens, both"72.

is

NKC

w orker at a children' s home, is a student at Chattanooga State, and assists in the primary division

.Marietta. Georgia,

Rodney

dinator with

Lincoln F. Sottong, student '74 to '75. lives on
He is a volunteer

Signal Mountain. Tennessee.

Campion

.Academy. Loveland. Colorado.

and Stacey Lvnn. almost

sin

(

Shiiltz, "79. is

12.

Dennis "Terry" Stone, '78,

medical technologist for second
Sts. Mary and Elizabeth Hospital.
is

daughters..Suzanne,
3.

Whites

Scott Snyder, "78. lives in Louisville. Kentuc-

'78. just

under

girl. 2.

Stirling in

Stirling, '78.

1982,

married Dr

and has been

in

technology studies.
in

home

with Jennifer

who

was born two months prematurely in January,
1983. Allare well. They live in Miamisburg. Ohio.

Loma

Linda. California, since then. He leaches anthropolog> which involves them in field trips and
study tours and good times with students and

Willie

Mae

,

Deep Creek.

(Aflleje)

Surkey, '74. is living
is an ICU staff nurse

Florida, and

in
at

Medical Center Hospital.

teachers.

Carlene Skoretz, '79. is a nurse at the
Linda Hospital emergency room.

Loma

'78. is church secretary for
Mountain Church and is also a Discovery Toys consultant. She is married to R. B.
(Barryl Smith. IV. and they live in Tucker, an
Atlanta suburb. Barry is employed at the corporate offices of Pizza Hut. They have one child.
Robin Allison.

Beth WiUis) Smith,
(

the Stone

F.

Edward and Lynn

(Driver) Stokeley, both "79.

are in .Arcadia. Florida, where Ed is prinicipal of
the church school and teaches upper grades while

Lynn teaches lower

grades.

They have two

Gloria (Nies) Sutherland, student '73.

is

secre-

Madison .Academy and
teaches business classes. Her husband, Duke, is a
real estate broker. Can is 5 and Cassie. 2.

tary to the principal of

John Smith, '72. is an emergency medicine
He and his wife. -Alice, have been mar-

physician.

about six years. They live in West Richland.
Washington. Children are Stephen. I. and baby
ried

Paul.

Wilfred (Buddy) L. Smith, Jr., '73. is an R.N
working as a medical-surgical nurse at .Medical
Center Hospital in Punta Gorda. Florida, and
surgical nurse at Fawcett Memorial Hospital. He
is a single parent with daughters. Christine. 7. and
Dawn. 5. He comments that God is working in
nature to bring people to Christ in Rorida. The
warm sunny weather promotes growth and blossoming.

Pcgg)

J.

Smith. '75. lives

in

Hendersonville.

Tennessee Her husband. Stephen Smith, directs
patient business at Madison Hospital. Their children are Trisha Jeanne and Gregory Michael

Kalhie (Pnrin) Snyder, '70. lives in Juneau.
is pastor of the

Alaska, where her husband. Dan.

Juneau Church and legislative liaison for the
Alaska Conference Kalhie works as a critical
care R N. and house supervisor at Bartlelt
Memorial Hospital. Danielle Kathleen is 10 and
Daniel Steele

is 7.

Brent Snyder, '77.

is

vice president of

Madison

Hospital and oversees financial matters. Currently

he

is

al*o enrolled in a four-year law

Freshman Patty Wyckoff and

junior

Bobby Kendall
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Cindy (Williams) Warner, '76. teaches in a day
in Fletcher. North Carolina. She and
her husband. Jim Warner, have a young son,

Carl SwafTord, '75. has been teaching science
Spalding Elementary Schcnil in Cullegedale tor
seven years. His wife, Beverly (Dean), '!}, works
part time at Park Ridge Hospital. Their hoys are

care center

al

Charlie.

Chris. K. and Corby. 4.

Laura (Haveman) Warner, student
married Nathan Warner

Gordon Swanson, '70. is principal of Forest
Lake Elennentary Educational Center. His wife,
Laetitia. works as secretary for Dr. E. J.
Sleavens

They

in

Orlando. Lisa

live in

Longwood,

is

14

and Glenn

is

Aaron Roscoe. 2 in
born March 31. Nate does maintenance at
Takoma Adventist Hospital. Greeneville. Ten-

12.

Florida.

nessee.

Verbelee (Nielsen) Swanson, '76. is administrative assistant and physician liaison at Florida
Hospital in Orlando. She married Robert Edward
Swanson, former student, on January I. 1984. He
is

employed hy Security

First

Bill Waters, '70. pastors the Ft. Myers. Florida,
church after 10 years of being on the move in
evangelism. He and his wife, Cora (Marina), '68.
are enjoying evangelism in a pastoral setting.
Wendy is 12 and Mark. 9.

Group.

Susan Kay (LaFave) Swatzell, '78. moved in
May with her husband, David, to Orlando, where
he

is in

management

materials

at

Eloise (Carruth) Waters, '71, is a public health
nurse and nursing supervisor for the Bradley
County health department. She and her husband.
Chuck Waters, live in Cleveland. Tennessee.
Children are Karen Michelle. 8. and AlisaGail.4.

Florida Hospi-

Their son. David Lee. II, was born last December in Michigan while Dave was finishing his
M,B.A. in management at Andrews University.
Susan was assistant superx'isor at the AU duptal.

licating

Cecil Wear, '62. is business manager of Dunlap
Medical Clinic. Dunlap. Tennessee. He and his

department.

Roy M. Sweeney,

'76. is

a teacher

in

wife.

Columbus.

Jr.,

They are
Senior

Cleveland, OkJoyce Thornton,
lahoma. Rather than working as an R.N., she is

home

lives in

with the children, Heidi. 6, and Christ-

opher, almost 4. Her husband, Floyd, is a selfemployed L.P.N, who does private duty nursing.

He

is volunteer assistant pastor at the local
church.

SDA

Mic Thurber, '78. and his wife. Jana (Boling),
San Diego. California. He is associate
pastor of the North Park Church and does area
media (radio) work. Jana has a home computer
business, plus Gina, 4. and Darrin, under I, to
'76. live in

care for.

an investment broker/branch
retirement services coordinator for Dean Witter
Reynolds, Inc. His wife, Carole E. (Johnson), '70,
is a nurse consultant for a Nutri-System Weight
Tol, '69,

Bill

Loss

Clinic.

They

live in

Eureka, California.

Humboldt Bay

Adventist School near Eureka.

Gary Tolbert,
Church

Pam

Steiner

'77.

1979. Their children are John, 10, Bradley, 6,

He and

his wife,

Malta

(Hardaway), former student, have been there
since August, 198.^. Their sons are Matthew. 7,
and David,4.

and

and spring.

Janice E. (Schubert) Weber, student '71 to '74,

visit.

Ben Tucker, '77, is a self-employed mechanic
home shop and also cares for a small orchard. He lives in Milton-Freewater, Oregon,
with his wife, Doris, and children Melissa, 7. and

Stephen H. Welch, '77, is assistant manager at
Flonda .Adventist Book Center. Married to Lori
(Raub). he and his family, including Cheryl. 7,
and Kristin, 3, live in Apopka.

.^.

is

Ric L. Tryon, '71. pastors the Sylmar Church in
the San Fernando Valley of California. He and his
wife, Cynthia K. (Rogers), student '70to '72. have

two children, Timothy Christian, 8. and Linda
Christine, 6. Former classmates are welcome to

with a

Jacob. I. Doris is assistant director of nurses
Pendleton Community Hospital.

at

Doris (Hart) Tucker, '77, of Smyrna, Tennes-

works as an R.N. for the Medical Pool
.Agency, relieving in hospitals in and near
Nashville. She has been married almost five years
to Eddie Tucker. Luke Edward is 2 and Jessica
Eve is I, She loves motherhood and teaches cradle roll at the Murfreesboro Church.
see,

Cynthia (VValden) Turner, student '69 to '70,
owns and operates a fioral and gift shop. The
Strawberry Patch, which she bought the first of
the year. Her husband. Richard, is a correctional
officer for the state of Florida.

Eddie Towles, '70, is a dentist in Jellico, Tennessee. He and his wife, Bonnie, have four children: Heather, 9; Laurel, 6; Edie, 4; and Cristin.

chal-

now a mother, wife, school bus driver, and
church secretary at Capital Memorial Church.
Washington. In her spare time she sews for
people. Her husband. Fred, is church organist,
plays fora Sunday church, and works for the U.S.
Navy. Their giris are 7 and 3. The Webers live in
Silver Spring. Maryland.

Michelle.

pastors the Jacksonville

in Florida.

two

building a log cabin on their 61 acres of

forest with creek

'77,

Alane Wheeler,

is

is

Darla. II, and Daryl, 10, attend

First

'72. are getting settled in

lenging years at Ethiopian Adventist College.

parents.
'76.

Barbara (Holland),

the beautiful Sequatchie Valley after

Mike, and Bill are on their own
now. Renee is almost i. Roy's wife, Mary, is
staying at home. They also enjoy being foster

Georgia. Roy,

'77 to '78,

Their sons are
October, and Benjamin Lee.
in 1981.

They

live in

Avon

an R.N. teaching at
in the School of

Florida Hospital in Orlando,
Practical Nursing.

program

She

at Rollins

is

enrolled in the

M.B.A.

College.

Ron and Betty (Becker) Whitehead, both '78,
have moved from Louisville, Kentucky, to
Shreveport. Louisiana, where he is the new youth
director and health education secretary for the

Arkansas-Louisiana Conference. Their children
are twin girls. Stacy Kay and Heidi Marie, and a
baby boy. Ryan Henson Whitehead.

Karen

(Zill)

Wickliff,

'7.S.

is

assistant

head

Florida Hospital-Apopka emergency

Park. Their sons are Justin and Todd. Cynthia

nurse

previously worked as a deputy clerk for the clerk
of courts of Highlands County for
years.

department. She married Lloyd Wickliff in 1976.
He works for Centra Care in Orlando as an x-ray

1

1

at the

technician.

Madison. Tennessee, where he is assistant manager of the
Kentucky-Tennessee Adventist Book Center. He
moved recently from the Minnesota ABC. Sons
are 5 and under 1.
Keith Walters, '72. lives

J. and Janet (Kramer) Townsend, both '76,
Peachtree City, Georgia. Dale is a physician presently working for the Public Health Service, and Janet is finishing a graduate degree in
library science at Emory University.

Dale

live in

in

Walton, student '78. is at Keene.
Texas, continuing with pre-med study. His family
Phillip V.

Cindy Sue (Weatherall) Trask, '79, is a recepand bookkeeper at a podiatrist's office in
.Atlanta. She lives in Tucker, Georgia.
tionist

is

Christy (Cochran) Trimble, student '78 to '79,
a legal secretary for an oil and gas firm. Her

husband. Ken,

is

home improvement
and

7.

a sales representative for a

Her step-sons are
bought a new home in Mes-

facility.

They recently

I."!

is in

the

Cayman

Islands.

BWI. He

is

a private

pilot.

Jim Wampler, '78. is director of guidance and
at Ozark .Adventist Academy, Gentry,
.Arkansas. He and his wife, Sandra Kay (Rasmussen), have a daughter, Jodi Michelle, born March

M.

(Kroulik) Trombley, student '69 to
'71, married Curtis K. Trombley in 1973. They

moved from Escanaba

16 •

to Saginaw. Michigan, in
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'76.

is

enjoying being as-

side

Washington. D.C.. and has been there nearly

five years.

"Never

a dull

moment."

Rachel (Thompson) Wiegand, '72. lives in
Durham. North Carolina, and teaches grades 1 to
8 in the SDA elementary school. Her husband,
Heinz Wiegand, '70. is a full-time graduate student. Their children are Misha, almost 4. and
Heinzie. under I.

counseling

30. 1983.

quite. Texas.

Esther

Frances Wiegand,

sociate pastor for the Beltsville Church, right out-

Dennis and Sherry Ward, both '72. live in Altamonte Springs. Florida. Dennis is a plastic surgeon, and Sherry, a homemaker. Their boys are
Scotty. 8; Jamie, 6; and David. 3.

Roger and Ruth (Earle) Wiehn, both'76. live in
Albany. Georgia, where Roger teaches grades 5
to 8. Ruth works two days a week in medical-'
surgical nursing. Brian is 4. and Heather. I.

Cindy (Wright) Williams, student
scheduling scretary for five surgeons
Park. Florida.

in

'76.

is

Winter

'79. and his wife. .Alice (Calformer faculty, are no« at Andrews University. He is graduation ad\isor in the records
office, and she is director of the coordinated undergraduate program in dietetics. .Alisa was horn
February 20. 1984.

Gary D. Williams,

kins),

Nathan Edward Williams, student '71 to '72. is
setting up a medical OB GYN practice in
•Vsheville. North Carolina. He and his wife.
Donna (Brown). '73. have a son. Nathan, II, 9. a
daughter. Natalie. 7. and a new daughter, Lara.

Randy W. Williams,

'77. is parts clerk in the

McKee Baking Company.
bedridden due to M.S. Their son
works as a security guard in Chattanooga. They
are members of the Daisy. Tennessee, church.
parts department of

His wife

is

W.

Bart Willruth, '77, is vice president of HiLite Corporation, an international trading company specializing in lighting products. His wife.
Dottie (Mackey), former student, is in an executive track with the J. C. Penney Co. They attend
the Christian Reformed Church in Fort Lauder-

an operating room nurse
munity Hospital.
is

at

Loma Linda Com-

Stephen Yost.

mer

Ill, '70, is a computer programfor .Adventist Health Systcm/Sunhelt. He

lives in .Apopka. Florida.

Gilbert Dale Woodrufr, 77, died

September

26,

Martin and Cindi (Whitehead) Young, lx>th "78,
in Goodlettsville, Tennessee. Mailin is a

1982.

live

Cheryl Lynn Woolsey, '77, and her husband,
Dave Woolsey, '7.'', are living in Browning, Mon-

C.R.N. A.

tana, and are self-supporting missionaries to the

department for the Kentucky-Tennessee Conference. She asks, "Does 'no babies' mean no

Blackfeet Indians.

at St.

Thomas

diac team. Cindi

news?

If so,

is

Hospital with the car-

a secretary in the education

no news

.

.

.

Ha!"

Thomas F, Worthen, '78, is a computer programmer analyst for Loma Linda Foods, Riverside, California. He and his wife, Sandy

ton,

(Bergman), have a daughter, Carrie, 2, and a second child was due in September. He and Sandy
married in 1979.

car restoration. Single, he attended FSU school
of broadcasting in Tallahassee. Florida, and now

Steve Young, student

'7.5 to '76. lives in BrewAlabama. He purchases alloy and steel scrap
for Ductile Iron Foundry. He is also into foreign

is

working on a degree

Roger D. Wright, '77. has been accepted to the
Loma Linda University physical therapy program. He lives in Loma Linda, California, and is a

wife are enjoying

Pathfinder leader.

Collegedale.

James E,

in

business.

Zeigler, teacher '65 to '74,

and

his

some degree of retirement

As volunteers they

in

help with health

and are building a new house in the Boca
Poinle Golf and Racquet Club. Boca Raton.

dale,

Florida.

Ken and Cheryl (Oliver) Wilson,
.Augusta. Georgia,

both'73. live

in

where he pastors the Augusta

Church. Cheryl teaches grades 5 to 8 at the
church school. Their daughters are: Jenni, 9.
Jessi. 6; and Mary. 4. They all retreat occasionally to their mountain cabin in north Georgia for
First

R&R.
Ke\in B, Wilson, '78, is a self-employed attorney in Chattanooga, Wilson & Wilson. His wife,
Scarlett, works for TVA in Chattanooga and also
with Wilson & Wilson.

Wendi Wilson, student '79 to '80. lives in Battle
Creek, Michigan, where she is secretary to 4.''
doctors at a local hospital. Her son. Brandon, 2, is
growing and doing fine. Wendi attends night
classes at the community college as well as working full time.

David R. Winters,

'71.

and

his

wife.

Judy

IBroderson), '70. live in Chattanooga. David is a
physician in family practice at Collegedale Medi-

Center and Ringgold Medical (Tenter. Judy

cal

retired

from teaching nursing

in

December,

1982.

just before the birth of their third daughter.

Amanda

Kristine

Lorelei Nicole.

is

8;

Jessica Leigh,

5;

and

1.

Virginia (Smith) Winters, '73. married Jim Win-

They both teach at the Lawrenceburg. Tennessee, church school and look
forward to teaching in a new school building this
fall. Virginia taught at Knoxville Junior Academy
four years and Smithville Academy five years
before going to Lawrenceburg.
ters in June. 1974.

Mark

Winters, student '75. is internal auditor
Linda Hospital in California. He is
single, and enjoying golf in the California sun-

for

Loma

shine.

Nancy (Sweat) Witt, students '68
Mountain Home. North Carolina.

.Maurice and
to '72. live

m

Maurice is an ordained minister for the Mills
River and Brevard district. Their children are;
Alcxa, 9; Preston, 7; and Holly, .S.
Babbie Sue Wohlers, '73, is an operating room
nurse working in St. Jf)seph, Michigan, and lives
in Berrien Springs.

Sophomore Shelley Duncan
I., Yeaton, '70, taught elementary grades
Groveland Academy, Florida, for five rewarding years anti now has been librarian for seven
years. She teaches a Sabbath School class,

Betty

at

Bruce and Judy (Wullke)YinglinR, both

MJchad and Sherry tCavanaugh) Wood, both
*77,

Collon, California, Michael is a
surgery resident in his fourth year of training at
Loma Linda University Medical Center. Sherry

k

live

in

'77. are

Shenandoah Valley Academy, New
Market, Virginia. Bruce teaches English and
Judy teaches business education. Their daughters
arc Stephanie Michele, 3, and Flisa Renee, I.
leaching

screening for the Georgia-Cumberland Conference.

Robert D, Zollinger, '78, is president and prinof Laurelbrook Sanitarium and School.
Inc., Dayton, Tennessee. He and his wife have

cipal

three children.

at

Terrell Zollinger, '71, and his wife. Johnnie
(Williams), '70. reside in Hloimiington, Indiana.
Teiiell

is

a professor al

Indiana Univi.-rsily,
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leaches public health courses, does research, and
conducts Five-Day Plan to Stop Smoking proglams. Interests are woodworking, gardening, and

computers. Johnnie is an R.N. at Bloomington
Hospital, and enjoys needlework and cooking.
Son Derek. II. likes trains and computers.
Daughter Nicole. 10. prefers cats. All enjoy physical fitness
hikmg. swimming, jogging, camp-

—

ing.

These Halls

Robert Bridges, '81. begins medical school at
University as of July, 1984, He just
finished a master's degree in physiology there.
He married Dawn Thompson in June, 1983,

Loma Lmda

Teresa (Hansen) Brown, '8 is a legal secretary
for an estate planning lawyer. She married in
June. 1981. and lives in Horse Shoe. North
Carolina, Tiffany June was born last December.
1 ,

1

Teresa Lynn Caldwell, student '79 to '81, is
studying public relations at Andrews University,

Pamela (Miller) Badzik, "80. is living in Fortuna. California. She married Dave Badzik in October. 1982. She works full time, day shift, as an
R.N. in OB including labor and delivery, postpartum, nursery, and sick babies, "And it's all
great!" she says. Current family entails a
parakeet named Jeffrey and a computer named
Cindy, though "enlarging the family in the near
future is under discussion."

—

Daria

J. iGeiger)

Baggett, student '80 to '81.

works at McKee Baking Company in production.
She and her husband have a new baby boy.
Linda J. Bainum, student '82 to '8.1, lives in
Silver Spring and is taking business at Maryland
University, She became an aunt this year when
her sister. Renee (Bainum) Houle, former student, had a girl, Linda says she enjoyed her year
at

SC and

the special friends she

Mark Bame,

'84,

a job as an R.N,,

Terry Benedict,
is

still

graduated

in

met

there,

May, plans

and go on to school,
'81, lives in

Malibu. California.

single,

and

is

camera operator

He

also

is

doing freelance production

Written,"

but "1

do

for "It Is

coordination and assistant directing for television
commercials (including Datsun 300ZX) and
shows (Bloopers and Practical Jokes).

LOVE

home

Southern." Her

is

in

Donald E. Benedicto,
in

'80. is a staff

LIniversity Medical Center,

nurse

at

Jody Caraway, student '81 to '83, of Marion,
Iowa, has been continuing with college in Nebraska, Her sister, Sharlene Caraway, student '81
to '82, has a B.S. in psychology and also a B,S, in
behavioral science, and plans to work in Lincoln
Correctional Center,

Gary W. Carnes, '84. works at the Campus
Kitchen and lives m the Collegedale area. He and
his wife, Kristy R, Prince, celebrated their first

May

18,

Memorial Hospital
developing her

child care center,

own homemade

and

is

also

crafts business at

is still

J.

Caviness, '81. and her husband Ken,
.

Methuen. Massachusetts. She is
in the CCU at New England

'83. are living in

Memorial Hospital.
Betty

She

Ann Cheever,

'81. is

an accountant for

at

in

is

Summerville.

Georgia.

Cheryl Bisson, '83. is a physical therapist
Sarasota Memorial Hospital, in Florida.

at

Linda (Edwards) Blackwell, '82, gets to be at
to train her daughter, Ginda, in Oakland,
Tennessee. Ginda was walking and saying Hi! at
nine months.

home

Steve Black, '83.
for Cline, Brandt.

is

a certified public accountant

Kochenower

tanburg. South Carolina.

engaged

to

lives in

Winter Garden and

Robyn

When

& Co.. in Sparhe wrote, he was

Bates, '84.

Jennifer (Thomas) Boardwine, student '80, has
been married to Michael D. Boardwine for four
years. They live in Kingsport, Tennessee, and

have two children, Erin Michael.
Duane. I.

3.

and Robert

Loma

is a senior medical student
Linda University School of Medicine.

Barbara Bradley (Schmidt) Culver, '80. teaches
Adventist Elementary School in Santa Barbara. California. Her husband. Bob, teaches at the
same school. Their son Robert just graduated
from Monterey Bay Academy in May, Brandt.
12, and Angle.
1, were each in a parent's classat

1

room

last year,

W.

Czerkasij, '82,

for the Ukrainian

is

associate director

department of the Voice of

Prophecy. His wife. Rene (Albers), '83. teaches at
the junior academy near their home in Pacifica,
California. This summer Rene visited her sister,
Shiree (Albers) Nichols. '79. and her husband.
Tim Nichols. '79. in Nebraska. Victor received a
scholarship from Harvard University, so was
studying advanced Ukrainian, literature, and history in Boston this summer.

Bev Dickerhoff, '83. is girls' dean
.Academy in North Carolina.

at

Fletcher.
'

Stacy (McQulston) Dortch, '82. has been teaching grade

in

I

Augusta. Georgia. She married
\

Howard Dortch, III, former student, on July 25,
1982. Howie graduated from Medical College of!

Mark

June. 1984.

in

Driskill, '80.

is

assistant director of pub-

Andrews University. He and hisi
wife. Sharon (Chase), have three children:
lic

relations at

Latisha,

1; and Sigmond, their baby
working part time on a master's in

Julian,

2;

Mark

is

Penny Duerksen, '82, last year was a secondyear graduate student in biochemistry at Emor\
University in Atlanta,

been working on a computer science
degree and working as a data transcriber in COOP
with the Navy Hospital in Bethesda. Maryland.
She married Elias David, a registered nurse going
on to pre-med, in December, 1983.

Tamera Elaine (Reiter) Easterday. student '8C
to '81, expects to graduate September 30 from

Loma Linda University as a physical therapist,'
During her third session of internship she worked
at the Olympics with the Danish bicycle team.
She married Robert Bryan Easterday on April 3,
1983.

He

is

a supervisor of carpentry, painting,,

and general construction at LLU. They are buying a mountain house about 25 miles from LLU.

was born December

as operating

30, 1983.

Tracy (Norwood)

Eller, '82,

is

room supervisor,

an R,N, workinji

central supply

di-

and infection control nurse. She married
Edward Eller on June 6. 1982, and they live ir:
Jamestown, Tennessee, He administers Fentress,
County Nursing Home. Lady is their German
rector,

Monica (Petligrew) Corrigan, '82, is an R.N. in
charge of 3-11 pediatrics at Eliza Coffee Memorial Hospital in Florence, Alabama. She married
Edward A. Corrigan on March 24, 1984.
Karin M. Covi, '81. is starting her last year of
medicine at Loma Linda University.

shepherd.

Richard Eugene EsterUne, '83, is the associate
pastor of the Altamonte Springs Church ii
Florida.

Candace Cox, student '81 to '82. is majoring in
communicative disorders and expects to graduate
in 198.'! from Andrews University, then plans to
get a master's in speech pathology at a public
university.

Randy Cox, '82. and his wife. Anita, '79. live in
Fletcher. North Carolina. Their son. Nicholas
Andrew, was born

Diane (ChrislofTers) Boccheciamp, student '80

SOUTHERN COLUMNS

College.

Terri Coonley, '81. married Edgardo Ber'81, in August, 1982, They both work at
Florida Hospital. Terri a.san R,N. and Edgardo as
a medical technologist. Their son, Andrew Ryan,

mudez,

band director

last

November

Fletcher

at

to '81. has

18 •

is still single.

Scott A. Cherne, '80.

single.

Elisabeth Louise Bishop, student "80 to '82. is
finishing her degree in physical therapy at Loma

Linda University. Her home

Au-

psychology.
Claryee

has been working at Madison

Hospital in critical care, and

in

working

Bidwell, '83. started anesthesia school in

He

Community

boy,

home.

Ernst and Whinney. C.P.A.. inOriando. Florida.

Ken

a staff nurse,

Jodi Crook, '82. lives in Nashville. Tennessee,
and plans to graduate next spring from the physical therapy assistant program at Volunteer State

Georgia

H. H. (Bo) Carwile, Jr., '81. is assistant manager of North American Credit Services in Chattanooga, His wife. Juanita, '79. works at the

the intensive pulmonary care unit.

September.

is

gusta. Georgia.

Victor

Gayla (Hendrickson) Calvert, student '79 to '80,
is a ward clerk part time at Kadler Hospital. Richland. Washington. She is married to Jerry Calvert, 11, and they have a son born June 2. 1983,
They raise afghan hounds for recreation,

an R.N. staff nurse

Loma Linda

Elizabeth Annette Creed, '80.

Jacksonville, Florida.

anniversary

to get

GateLeesburg. Florida.

.

1983.

980's

'83. is teaching at

in

labor and delivery, at St. Joseph Hospital

JefT Butler, '8
is an internal auditor for Buckeye Federal Savings & Loan. Columbus. Ohio.
He and his wife, Lisa (Blazer), former student.
have a son. Justin Wayne, born September II.

1

Rose Ann Crawford,

way Junior Academy

4.

Randy

Claire Doreen Estes, '80, graduated in Mav
from UTC's counseling program. Her internshi|
was with the alcohol and drug program at North
west Georgia Mental Health Center in Fort Og
lethorpe. She anticipates working in an alcoho
and drug rehabilitation center.

Helen (Ewing) Faber, student

is

Academy.

Bruce R. Coston, '83. married Cynthia Patterson, '83. on July in Collegedale. Bruce is attending the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine and enjoying it very much.

girls'

dean

at

Forest Lake

'81, is the ne\

Academy

in

Oriando

She married Rick W. Faber, former student,

ii

February. 1983.

I

Patricia (Bourque) Featherman, student '83.

a

housewife and

volunteer

with

i

Ronaf

.

McDonald House, working with families who
ha\e children with cancer. She and her husband.

A bab> was
summer. Scott was graduating from med-

Scott, live in Gainesville. Florida.

due

this

ical

school

December. I98.s, A September 2 wedding to
Malinda Boyd, '83. took place in Cookeville.
Tennessee.
in

living in

Bruce A, Hall, student '78 to '80. is working
toward his M.B.A. at Middle Tennessee State
University. He lives in Murfreesboro with an
English sheepdog and a cat.

Steven Jay Fitzgerald. "83. is an accountant and
office manager for Harrigan & Brient. an inde-

William N. Hammond, '7.'i and '81, is a student
nurse anesthetist in Charleston. West Virginia.
His wife is Kathryn (Hayes), '77.

in

June and starting an internship

in

pediatrics.

Kevin E. Fisher, student

'81.

is

visor for the Visiting

.

Royce Goodchild, '80. works in a Kalamazoo.
Michigan, hospital on a cardiac care floor, where
he monitors a number of patients. After moving
several times, he and his wife. Brenda, "78. have
settled in Kalamazoo. She is employed at Upjohn
Pharmaceutical Co. in pathology and toxicologv
Their daughter, Kristin,

Chris Hankins, '83, pastors the Hazard and
Whilesburg churches in the Kentucky-Tennessee
Conference. He and his wife. Brenda. live in Jenkins. Kentucky, with their daughters. Manasseh.
6. and Amanda, 4.

Janine

Kay Hanson,

"82. is

Larry Howard, '80, works in electronics services at Southern College. His wife, Lorella

on maternity leave from the nursat SC. Ladonna Marie was born
1984. Loren is 6 and Landon. 2.

(Crago), '70,
ing

is

department

March

3,

Nellie

(Gomez) Hudson,
in

'80,

is

a medical lab

Collegedale.

Her hus-

state.

He

is still

single

and a full-time

Donna Kay Hutchins, student '82. recently
moved to Lafayette, Colorado, from Grand Junction.

Florence (Calkins) Hyder, '82. is an R.N doing
medical floor nursing at Pawating Hospital in
Niles. Michigan. She married MarkS. Hyder, "82.
on June 26. 1983, They live in Berrien Springs.

preparation for Ph.D. work.

single.

Michigan.

Linda H. Im, '83. is taking a double major,
music performance and music education, at the
University of Southern California, She lives in

Diamond

Rick Greve, '83. is sponsored at the seminary at
.Andrews University by the Florida Conference
and will be going there in the fall of l98-*i. His wife.
Dene! (Hiner), '81. works in Benton Harbor as an

They have

Altamonte Springs.

Washington

1

nurse.

in

graduate student.

George Graves, '80. received the doctor of osteopathy degree in Kansas City in May. His onebegan July
at Richmond
> ear internship
Heights. Ohio. General Hospital. He and his
wife. Melanie, have a son. Grant, almost 2.

ER

an R,N. working

Thomas Carlton Hunt, '82, is working on teaching certification and a master's degree in

Tom Goodwin, '83. is working on a master's in
Loma Linda University with emphasis
is still

is

ter.

is 4.

biology at

He

'82.

band. George, recently completed computer
programming school. They have an infant daugh-

Mart.

in

Melinda K. House,

technologist and lives

Donna (Goodson) Gibson,
married last
September to a young man she met in Korea as a
student missionary. They are in Keene. Te.vas.
and Donna cooks for a sandwich shop at Di.xie

paleontology

Or-

intensive care at Florida Hospital. She lives in

working on her mas-

"81. got

in

in

Paul Hoover, "80, enjoys pastoring two
churches in eastern Kentuck-, He and his wife.
Patti, '80. have two sons. Paul. Jr.. 3. and Philip.
under I. They live in Auxier. Kentucky.

Nashville. Tennessee.

pendent management and accounting consultant
tlrm in Santa Rosa. California. He is single, living
with friends in Santa Rosa while looking for an
apartment. In .Apnl when he wrote, he was "dating stead\ but no definite plans at present."

Nurse Association

lando,

Bar, California.

Cheri Jackson,
June 28.

'84.

married Jimmy Jones on

"

"no youngens yet.

Timothy Jennings, '83. is an R.N. staff nurse
and going back to school for his B.S. He is in the

Hilma Griffin, '83. has been teaching grade 2 in
York, living on Staten Island. In the fall she

Collegedale area.

New

be attending graduate school

will

at

Andrews

Diana Jimenez,

Sophomore

University.
GrifTin, student "79 to '80. lives in

MoUie A.

Raleigh. North Carolina. She married Robert S.

Browne, a
on May 6.
Ive\

's

civil

engineer with the Public Gas Co..

1984. Mollie

is

assistant

manager

for

of the Carolinas.

degree
and nursing

ter"s

Terry Grimm,

'82. plans to graduate in December with the M.Div. degree at Andrews Uni-

versity. His wife.

dent,

works

at

Diana (Denning), former

College

Wood

LLU

Loma

at

in

She

Texas

is

single.

Charilyn Hartman, "83. lives in Hanford.
is single, and works as a staff R.N.

north section of

Maureen Patricia Hayden, student '81 to '82.
has been studying accounting in Tallahassee.
Florida. Her parents live in West Germany. A
brother audits for Corning Glass and another
brother is an Air Force computer operator in

Steve Haley, '83. is a seminary student at Andrews University, sponsored by the GeorgiaCumberland Conference. He expects to graduate

'83. is taking respiratory

Orlando.

Donald R. Johnson, '81. pastors the Ashland
and Morehead churches in Kentucky. He and his
wife. Connie, live in Greenup, since moving from
the Savannah. Tennessee, district. Connie is a
secretary for State Farm Insurance. Daughter
Kim just graduated from Highland Academy and
Tawnya will he in grade 7 at Ashland's church
school.

Joanne C. Johnson, '83. teaches grades to 8 in
one-room school near Cambridge. Wisconsin,
Her husband, Dave, is a certified small engine
I

a

mechanic.

"No

little

additions yet."

her husband, Michael

(whom

Wisconsin Academy),

live in

on a four-year ministerial degree and as

Europe.
is

secretary to

Academy, She and

she dated back at
Escondido, California, He is assistant boys' dean. Their first baby
was expected in August.
Jr., '80, is a nursing

home

administrator in Tnith or Consequences.
.Mexico, He is divorced.

New

Richard
.

in

Leah K. (Hendershot) Johnson, '82, is an R.N.
working as a home health nurse at Medical Personnel Pool in Chattanooga, She married David
A. Johnson on March 17, 1984. He is a Christian
disc jockey, former math teacher, now working

York.

Gregory S. Gurney, student '80 to '81 lives in
Newport. North Carolina, and is starting his own
landscaping business. He has one more semester
to complete for a B.S. in business administration.

therapy

California,

Jeanette (Monnier) Hazlett, '81.

Jasmia Guma, student 82. married Edwin Colon June 17. 1984. She has been living in the
Bronx, working with computers and as area
in the

home

stu-

Products.

laz.o

New

in

last

the principal of San Pasqual

coordinator of Pathfinders

Linda University

Hospital.

semester and worked full
a residential treatment center as a nutri-

tionist.

I

nursing at

at the

McCutcheon

Lori Beth Harr, "81. finished her B.S.

economics
time

Dennis and Dalaina (Resibois) Grigsby, both
'81. live in Middlelown. Ohio. He is principal and
teaches grades f to 8 at Ham-Mid SDA Elemento 4. They taught in
tary. Dalaina teaches grades
Huntington. West Virginia, for two years before
moving to Ohio.

in

Larissa

J.

Henry,

Glenn Holland, '81. recently transferred to the
I.eesburg and Belleview churches in the Oriando
area after serving an 18-month internship at the
Winter Springs Church as associate pastor. His
wife.

Donna (Freeman),

'82, is a nursing super-

driver for

a

lift

truck

McKee's.

Rick E. and Sharon (Powell) Johnson, live in
Louisiana, where Rick, '80, is pastoring
and Sharon, '79, is teaching.
Slidell,

Joan Kathryn Jones, '79 and '82, married
Jones, '82. on October 30, 1982.
She is clinical supervisor for private duly nursing.
Adventist Health Syslem/Norih. Her husband
works for Hinsdale Hospital, ami ihcy live in
Clarendon Hills, Illinois,

Thomas Charles
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Claudia Knaute, '84. is working as a secretary
Ihe education department at Shawnee Mission
Medical Center. She shares an apartment with

loi

Carmen Mock,

'84,

who

a receptionist and

is

secretary for Advenlist Health Systems/Kastern

Middle .America.

David and Gay Knapp, hoth

staying

November

home

Medical Center and planning to begin medicine

with David Roy, born

last

Velvet McQuistan, '83, has been editorial secretary at .Americans United for Separation of
Church and State. She married Rob Lang .August

and they plan to reside

in

Collegedale until his

graduation as a theology major
Steven L. Kuhlman. student '80 to '82, expected to graduate in .August from Loma Linda
University and has been accepted to a master's
program in geology at the University of Houston,

nursing

home

in

'80,

director of nursing at a

is

Scott

Morrow,

Cleveland, Tennesse, Present

family includes a dog and cat.

Ronda Lacey, '82. lives in Fort Worth, Texas,
and works for Southgate Enterprises,
Bonnie Lake, "83, is a community health nurse
Health Care at Home. Her husband, Judd, is
working on his master's at .Andrews University.
They are "enjoying all the wonderful fellowship
with other young couples here.

Jon M. Messinger, '82,
Loma Linda University.

is

in

December.

a medical student at

Joylynn Rene Michals. student '82. works as
nanny to two German children, 4 and 7. who
speak only German and Spanish, Her sister
Cherie is with her in Hamburg. Germany.
.Another sister, Deborah, '82, is a nurse at the
eating disorder unit at Kettering, Ohio. .A
brother, David, works at McKee Baking Company in Collegedale, and Cynthia has been at
Mount Pisgah .Academy.

Gordon Miller, '80, teaches grades 5 and 6 at
Glenview .Adventist School, and Rita, '78,

"

'83, has been living in DouglasvilGeorgia, and working as a tlight instructor. He
expected to enter Loma Linda University School

Mike Lamb,

teaches part time in grades 7 and 8. Valerie
Michelle came into their lives on June 14, 1983,
They live in Glendale, ,Arizona.

le,

of Dentistry in September,
'80, is

an x-ray technologist at
Loma Linda. California, studying to be a radiation oncology technologist. He married in 1982
and plans to move back to Phoenix.

Mary L. Larkin,

'82,

graduated with an M.A,

in

computing education from Teachers College,
Columbia University, in May. She has been living
in New York City.
Paul LeBlanc,

'8

1 .

has been a shipping foreman
while his wife,

McKee Baking Company

at

Argenta (Chappelll, '84, was finishing her
elementary education degree, Paul hopes to work
on his M.Div, at .Andrews University in the fall.

Ken and Paula LeBrun, both

Loma

Linda, Califor-

Richard and Pamela (Justice) Mountz, both '82.
He is with Sun-

are living in Madison. Tennessee.

belt as assistant administrator of Imperial

Nursing

Home and

Pamela

Manor

a medical secretary.

is

Lois Marie (Catoire) Myhre, '81. spent a year
at .Alpine Springs .Academy in Wisconsin

each

and Takoma .Adventist Hospital

have both
been teaching at an SD.A school near where they
live in Bluefield, West Virginia. Their first baby
was expected in .August Ken is assistant pastor at
Valley View Church and school principal.
'81,

Samuel B. Miller, '80. was transferred to Germany in September. He has been counseling in a

community mental health facility with the U.S.
living in South Lancaster. Mas-

Army and

sachusetts. His wife. Teresa (Connell), '80. has
worked part time as an R.N. Their son. Stephen,
is 2.

Kimberly Mimms, student '80. is single and
very happy in Chamhlee. Georgia. She works at
Mercer Univeristy for the communications department as film and video specialist, photographer, and purchaser of software,

Mary Lou Mitchell, student '80, married Larry
Edward Wilson, former student, of .Asheville,
North Carolina, on
Wilson.

'84.

this spring.)

May

20. (His sister. Rosalie

graduated with an accounting major
Mary Lou has been working as sec-

retary of Mitchell Electric Co.. Inc.. in

Knox-

in

Tennessee

On

June 5. 1983. in .Alexandria,
Louisiana, she married Les Myhre, student '79 to
'81. They are living in Somerset. Kentucky,
where Les is taking aviation mechanics. Lois is
doing domestic engineering and family food service management, both on a full-time basis! Their
since graduation.

baby

is

.Aaron Gabriel.

Joseph H. Newcomb, '80. is administrator of
Kingsport Health Care Center, a 198-bed nursing
home. His wife. Ann. is busy as a housewife.
Darin is 7 and will start grade I.Troy is in grade 5,
and Stephanie will be a sophomore at Highland
.Academy. They live in Gray. Tennessee.

tor

Marco Lara,

'82, is in

nia.

Mike McPelers, '80, pastors Ihe Duncan and
Addington churches in Oklahoma. He and his
wife. Sue, have a daughter, Beverly, h, and son,
Nathan, 2. A third child arrived in April.

12

13.

Sandra LaBar.

in

July.

'80, live in

Crossville, Tennessee, David is director of nursing at the Life Care Center there and Gay is happily

These Halls

Julia

Newton,

'82.

was looking forward

ing her clinical years of medical school

following her

first

two years

at

Loma

to start-

on July 23.
Linda Uni-

versity

Debbie Parson,
to the director of

'83. is administrative secretary

development at Glendale AdShe lives in Glendale.

ventist Medical Center.

California,

and contibutes musically to the Eagle

Rock Church. She says she misses her

college

friends.

Leona Parsons,

'80,

and student '50 to

'5

1, is

an

assistant vice president for Florida Hospital,
serving at .Altamonte as assistant administrator.

Her husband. David, is medical director of
employee health for Florida Hospital. Daughter
Davona and her husband have taught in Zambia
for three years. Their younger daughter works at
Paradise Valley Hospital in California. Son David
is studying engineering and also working at
Florida Hospital.

Rick Patlon,

'80.

is

a medical technologist liv-

ing in Collegedale. His wife

is

Kim (Millican),

'82,

an^R.N.

and assistant director of Knoxville Real EsC.U.

ville.

tate

.

Edward C. Ley,

'81,

May with
UTC. He is

graduated

master's in criminal justice at

in

a
a

juvenile parole officer for the state of Tennessee,

a part-time chaplain in Hamilton County
His wife, Bonnie K., '82, works part time as
an R,N, at Parkridge Hospital while studying for
her B.S.N, at SC. She works with her husband in

and

is

Jail.

jail

ministry.

TarseeLi,

'80, is a literature evangelist living in

Jupiter. Florida.

and children services.

Marty K. Mixon, student '82. married Gina
Green on August 5 at Forest Lake Church in
Orlando. Marty is a sheet metal mechanic, working with ductwork and air conditioning. They live
in

Deltona. Florida.
Jesse

Janene (Mills) Loga,

'81

and

'84,

married

August. He will finish
nursing school next year. Janene has been working at Hamilton Medical Center on the EENT
floor. They live in Dalton, Georgia.

Michael Scott Loga

Nancy R. Mitchell, '80. married Robert Harris
Childers on May 12. They plan to continue living
in Ringgold. Georgia, where Nancy is a social
worker for Catoosa County department of family

last

Iris

McKenney, *8I, is a senior at UHS,a mediKansas City, Missouri,

cal school in

oil rig

'80

hand

and

'81.

is

a carpenter, welder,

living in Jones.

wife.

ing

Rhonda (Fulghum) McGuire, '83, married Gregory McGuire on February 25, 1983. He is an
SDA medic in the U.S. .Army, stationed in West
Germany. They will return to the U.S. in 1986.

Mock,

Oklahoma. His
Rhonda (McCulley), '82, is a research technician at the Oklahoma University Health Science Center, OKC campus. They recently remodeled a farmhouse and they enjoy country liv-

and

and helping on Rhonda's grandparents' farm.

Lynda Marie (Flegel) Morell, '80, is a housewife
and mom, and loves it. She and her husband,
Michael, have a son. Jeremy, I, They live in
Ogden, Utah.
Michelle (Ohman) Morrison, '81. is an R.N. at
Iowa Hospital in the pediatrics
department. Her husband, Wayne, owns and opthe University of

J.

Mark McKinney,

'83.

has finished his

first

year of medicine at Loma Linda University. He
married Barbara E. (Chase), '81. on June 12.
1983, She has been working as an R.N. at LLU

erates a new printing business in Cedar Rapids.
They have a son, Christopher. 2. and expected

another child

in June,

Junior Kristin Kuhlman
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Linda Kay Peden, sludcm '83. v^orks at MerFoam Inc.. in Barberton. Ohio, and
lives in Akron.

r>'weather

Susan Lee (Addison) Pennington. '82. works in
accounts receivable at McKee Baking Company.
She married Kevin Pennington, former student,
on .August 7. 1983. He is attending UTC. and
Susan plans to start on her MB. A. at UTC in
September.
David Penno. '80. pastors the Kirksville and
Goidsberry churches in Missouri and the Centerville. Iowa, church. Matthew Keith was born in
December. 1980. and Eric James in September.
1982.

Hector and Marilyn Perez. '80. live in Eagle
Lake. Florida. Marilyn teaches at Winter Haven
SD.'\ Church School and Hector is a hairdresser.
They have two girls. Natasha. 2, and Sharia
Maria, bom in .April.

Tami Powers,

"82. is

ajunior executive and vice
in Spartan-

president at Powers Printing Co. Inc..
burg. South Carolina, and

is

on the

violin faculty

of the pre-college department at Converse College.

Rodolfo Prado. student '80.
supervisor at Southeast Bank.
Millie, live in

is

floorplan audit

He and his wife.
Miramar. Florida. He is working

toward a business degree at Florida International
University, and Millie is studying chemistry with
the goal of teaching

it.

Cheryl Pratt, '81. is self-employed in Orlando.
Florida. When she wrote in March, she was single
but had been proposed to by Sgt. Paul K. Bunce.
U.S.A.F.
Billie Precise, student '80*s, is a head nurse at
Memorial Hospital in Chattanooga. Her husband.
James, is a patrolman for the Rossville. Georgia,
police department.

Freshman Lyndon Wilson
Fred Riffd, student '80's. is headed to Loma
Linda University for a M.P.H. degree. He has a
call to go to the Iowa-Missouri Conference following his study. He earned his B.A. in theology
in Nebraska.
David Rikustad, '81. is drafting instructor at a
high school with .500 students. On weekends he
runs a church bus picking up 35 kids for church.
He and his wife. Terry, and daughter, Bridget
Elyse,
live in Vidor. Texas, about seven miles
from his work in Beamont. They write. 'We are
1

I .

happily active in a Bible-believing church where
we also teach lO-year-olds on Wednesday nights.

We

try to

spend our summers

in

Montana with

Bruce E, Rogers, student '78 to

Cash

realtor associate for
in

Naples, Florida, and

&

is

'82.

works

Associates.

He

as a

lives

'80.

moved

to the Jackson.

Mississippi, district as pastor in June. Previously

he pastored the Gulfpon district. His wife is a
graduate nurse. Their daughter. Angela. '84, just
finished an associate degree in office administration. Son Todd is a freshman at Bass Memorial

Academy

Kathy Rogers, '82, teaches at James E.
Sampson Memorial School in Fort Pierce,
She teaches young adults at Sabbath
School and is school news reporter for the church
Florida.

Debra (Patton) Rood, "80. is a freelance writer
and author of The Worksheet column for INSIGHT. She and her husband, Warren, expect
their first baby in October. They live in Berkeley
Springs. West Virginia.
Christine Ross, student "83. works at Altamonte Hospital in Oriando. She has a baby girl
born December 3, 1983.
Lori Roth,
in

Inc.. in Hopktnsville,

Florida Hospital South. She

Kentucky.

IQghme) Robison,

Covington,
Kentucky, with her husband, John RobLson, student '81 to '82. Thcirwedding was July 31. 1983
Keri works as a charge nurse on a medicalurgical floor at Jewish Hospital in Cincinnati.
'83, lives in

Ohio

Tammy

Roetch, student '79 to HO. married Al
December, 1980. He is a mailman in a
%uburb of Cleveland. Ohio. They have adaughter, Veronica Jo, and baby 2 is on the way.
Rfjesch

in

is

currently sharing a

I.ongwood with Randi Pifer, '81.
sister. Valerie Roth, '81, recently married

Andrew Hache, and

Marsha Rumsey, '80, enjoys teaching grades 3
at Eastwood Junior Academy in Columbus,

and 4

Ohio, and

Michael

J. Rouillier, '81, is a training

divorced and lives

in

Life Insurance Co.

New

super-

He

active in church-related activities.

William and Kenna Sandborn, both '83, are at
Linda, California, where Bill was in his
freshman year of medicine. Kenna works as an
R.N. on a surgical unit at LLU Medical Center.

Reva R. Santiago, "80, married Wilner Cacho. a
senior medical technology student at Loma Linda

Reva has been working at
Medical Center as a nurse in the neonatal
for almost four years. They plan to remain in

University, on June 24.

LLU
ICU

Loma

they are also in Florida,

New York

is

Loma

at

visor for

Keri

'83. is patient service representative

the Family Health Center, a department of

Her
Joseph Robertson, 'H3. administers Pinecrest
Manor, a facility of Sunbelt Health Care Centers.

Delores Rugless, '80, is assistant head nurse in
charge of a 19-bed open heart recovery unit at
Florida Hospital. It averages six surgeries per
day. She is single.

paper.

living place in

this fall.

Knoxville. Tennessee. This spring
he did a six-week expose on the rise and fall of the
in

Butcher banking empire.

presently single.

both our families."

Fred A. Rimer,

news radio

Linda.

Mike Seaman, "81. is math and science teacher
Adelphian Academy. Holly, Michigan. He

writes, "All

is

Keeping busy."

well.

is

Michelle (Zillmer) Seth, '83, teaches grades

Orleans.

I

to

She married Doug
Seth, '82, on May 2, 1983. He works in construction. They live in Cocoa.
4 in a Florida church school.

Linda Rowe, '81, wrote of her engagement to
William Thompson, student '79. a recent graduate
from Rutgcis University in New Jersey. Linda
lives in Hackettslown. New Jersey, and has been
working full time as assistant charge nurse in an
emergency room and also riding a mobile intensive care unit as an R.N.

Dennis Schreiner,

"83, lives in

Murphy, North

Carolina.

Dale T. Schultz,

'81,

is

a respiratory therapy

technician at Bryan Memorial Hospital
.Stephen Ruf, '81

.

is

a

news anchor

for

WKGN

coln, Nebraska.

He

is

in

Lin-

taking the respiratory
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program

ihcri'.py

He

al a

community

college there.

divorced.

Is

Port Huron. Michigan. She has a Labrador

in

dcrsonville, Tennessee.

Sandra Sheffield, "81, is rental agent for Promenade Mutual Towers Corporation, leasing luxury high-rise apartments in the Washington,
D.C., metropolitan area. She is single and enjoying it, and lives in Silver Spring.
Kathy D. Shelve, student '80, plans to graduate
December from the University of Central
Florida, then go to Stetson University for law.
She is single and lives in Kissimmee.
in

Linda Shepherd,

'81

Omni Home

and '83, is an R.N. workHealth Service in Chat-

troller for

his wife. Theresa
Harrah, Oklahoma, Boh is a
(Lamb),
self-employed carpenter, and Theresa cares for
their boys, .Anthony, 3, and Dale, almost 1.

Bob Southard,

Fairl E.

Sparkman,

in

'81. is principal

and upper

grades teacher at the Anderson. Indiana, church
school. His wife works part time. They live in
Alexandria. Russell. 16. attends Indiana
Academy. Tonya will be in grade 6. her dad as
teacher. "Southern College is the greatest!"
Ian Stanaway, '82.
tucky, doing

YMCA

maintenance.

He

is

is

living in

swim

Maceo. Ken-

instructing and pool

head deacon

at the church.

Darrel Starkey, '82. married Connie Coble, '83.

June B, Sherman,

May

'84,

summa cum

graduated

with her B.S. in nursing. She

is

Calhoun. Georgia.

in

He was opening

a small business in February in Glendale. Arizona.

Martin Steiner, '83. is nursing at Erianger HosChattanooga. Daniel Steiner. '81. is back

pital in
at

SC

taking nursing.

David Stephens, student '80
Shield, '81. lives in Duluth, Georgia,

Donn and Judy (Dry)

Shu-es, '80's students,

reside in Reading, Pennsylvania.

accountant

at a C.P.,^. firm,

Donn

and Judy

is

is

a public

adminis-

trative assistant for a trade association.

Betty (Marquardt) Shoup, '70 and

R.N.

'8

1 ,

is

a float-

Porter Hospital and lives in
Westminster, Colorado. She and her daughter.
Wendy, have started to take teenage girls into
their home as foster children, and find it a mi.\ of
sad and rewarding experiences.
ing

Rodney

at

works for
Collegedale. and is

L, Sias, student '82 to '83.

Flav-O-Rich Dairy, lives

in

not married.

He

love."

'81.

writes from

is "single and in
managing director for a nationwide

is

seminar organization.

Dephena

to '82.

warehouse manager responsible

for

is

'78 to '80,

(Glass) Siver, student

Washington state with an interior
design degree. She married Kenneth Siver on
graduated

in

December

25. 1983.

Hailey. Idaho, near

He

has his

own

dental lab in

assistant

equipment

inventory control for Florida Hospital and
satellites.

He

is

single

its

and had no change of status

to report.

David Stunkard, '83. is a seminary student at
.Andrews University. He married Debbie Scheibe,
former student, of Jacksonville. Florida, on August 14, 1983.

an employee in the
cafeteria at Kettering Medical Center. Dayton.
Ohio. He married Barbara J. Heisler on March
11. 1984. He plans to study toward being a hospi-

Byron K. Styron,

tal

'83. is

'80. is a

homemaker in Pomona. California. She married
Mike Sundin. a civil engineer, in September.
1982. Jonathan Bradley

was

bom March

7. 1984.

Janice (Pierson) Swanson, "81. and her husband. Delbert Swanson, former student, live in
Miamisburg. Ohio. Delbert is taking nursing at
Kettering College and Janice is working there as
an R.N. Fnc Richard was born March 11. 1983.

Sun Valley.

They

live in Dalton,

is

an airman

first

Homestead .AFB

in

graduated in June from
Sharon L. Taylor,
Linda with an M.P.H. in health education
and certification for Bible work. She is hoping to
come back to the South to work in an SDA institution as a health educator and Bible worker.

Loma

Cindi L. Thomas, '81. lives in Altamonte
Springs and is an R.N. in the coronary care unit at
Florida Hospital. She is not married. Crystal is
her pel squirrel.

Timothy J. Thompson, "84. completed a B.S. in
computer science in May. He is working as a
mixer at McKee Baking Company. He and his
wife. Amanda, '79. have two boys.

Donna (Moore) and
'8

1 ,

Scott Teixeira, students for

Greenbell. Maryland.

live in

They met here during

thai

one important semes-

and married in the spring of 1981. Scotl is a
pharmacy technician, head of data processing,
for Accredited Surgical Company. Donna is accounts receivable bookkeeper for the same firm.
ter

Rebecca Leslie Todd, student

programmer
surance

Company

in

'81.

and

mils patients lo Florida Hospital.
pediatric residence at

Loma

finished his

March,

in

The Trimms have a daughter. Angle,

Barry

J.

studies at

Tryon,

"82. will

complete

Andrews University

in

his

3.

seminary

December and

then be going to the Florida Conference.

He

mar-

on December 19. 1982. in
Marietta, Georgia. Lilly is working as an R.N. at
the University Medical Center in Berrien
ried Lilly Boles, "82.

Springs, Michigan.

Marie (Bush) Tucker, student "80, married
Bobb> Tucker in June. 1981. She works in the
produce department of a grocery store and he
works al Sears as a sales clerk. They live in

in

Ohio.

Alix Vincent, "81.

is

Linda University and

is

a medical student at

studying medicineal
is still

Loma

single.

Florida.

She

is still

is

a secretary and

homemaker in Jamestown. New York. Her husband. Mark Vincent, is an electronic technician

single.

for .A.B.

his wife.

Dick and Riccoh

in

Jamestown.

Claude and Becky (Collins) Visser, both "80. are
Texas. He is boys" dean and a
teacher there, and Becky is director of nurses al
nearby Marion County Hospital.
in Jefferson.

rebonne General Hospital and Carla is a secretary
data processing center of First Nafional

Hank of Houma. Dean expects
license about November.

Jerry Waggoner, "80. pastors the Covington
and Hammond churches in Louisiana. The Waggoner daughters are: .Alice. 12; Kafie. 10: and

to get his C.P.A.

Lois Snow, student '77. teaches church school

22 •

He

Linda

class in the

Caria (Ferguson), '82. just bought a house in Houma.
Louisiana. Dean is a cost accountant at Terat the

In-

R. Franklin Trimm, M.D., '80. and his wife.
Donna, '75. are living in Winter Springs. Florida,
where he has joined a pediatric practice and ad-

Pixie A. (Bryant) Vincent, "82.

Dean Snider,

a computer

and Accident
Chattanooga.

.

Lydia Smith, '83. is in Orlando working as
greenhouse systems manager for a USDA agricultural research station.

'82. is

for Provident Life

Beverly (Cruz) Venet, student '80 to '81. is a
medical secretars She married Anthony Venet in
December. 1980. and writes. ""Christ in our lives
makes us happy."' They live in New York City.

Air Force. She transfered to Mindenhall
R.AF Base in England on of .August 31. She had
at

in

'81. is

al

'82.

Glen S. Van Arsdell, '82.
Loma Linda University.

US.

been

an R.N. workErianger Medical
Chattanooga.

and

ICU

Center. Debbie lives

Kettering College

fall.

Leslie Smith, '82.

is 2.

S. Taylor, '78

Joan Ulloth, "80 and '82. teaches orthopedics
and diabetes as a freshman nursing instructor at

Bonnie Smith, student '82, lives in Denver,
Colorado. She is a certified medical assistant,
working in an industrial and family practice
clinic. She is engaged to marry David Govro in
the

Debra

.Americus, Georgia.

Kennelh W. Slate, '82. is an engineering stuOn August 15, 1982, he married Susan M,
Whitaker, former student, and she is now attend-

dent.

ing a court reporting school.
Georgia.

don Reid.

1984.

chaplain.

Cheryl (Nash) Sundin, student '79 to

Randall Simpson, student
Frederick. Maryland, that he

there as infection control nurse. Their son. Bran-

a semester '80 lo

engaged to be married.

Tim

and his wife. Debbie (Straw),
Tennessee. Stanton is conHighland Hospital, and Debbie works
fait, '79.

ing in the surgical

on April 29
Sheridan, student '80 to '81. lives in
Raytown, Missouri. He got married March 25.
1984. He is youth pastor and Pathfinder director.

laude

and

'81.

'79, live in

tanooga.

Tim K.

Stanton

'80. live in Portland.

retriever.

Ken Shaw, '80, teaches at Madison Academy.
His wife. Ann, '79, is an R.N. They live in Hen-

ing for

These Halls

SOUTHERN COLUMNS

Freshman Jack Wood

Rachel.

8.

M. Warren,

'81. leaches elementary
Dalton. Georgia. She lives in Eton.

Pegg.v

school

in

Grayson Warren. "81. is taking anesthesia
at Ohio State University. His wife. Man-

school

dy, '79.

a psychiatric nurse at Harding Hospiin Columbus. Ohio. Emily. 2. got a

is

They live
baby brother
tal.

m

.Apnl. ".•Ml are thrilled'"

Peggy (McDonaldl Warren,

81.

teaches

elementary school in .Athens. Tennessee. She
remarried in 1982. and now has five daughters and
a granddaughter. Her husband. Willie, owns a
battery wholesale business. They live m Englewood. Tennessee.

Susan A. Warren, student '79 to '80. is a secretary at Wichita State University in Kansas, and a
part-time mechanical engineering student.

Sharon Denee Wilcox, '80, is a staff nurse in the
emergency room at Loma Linda University Medical Center. Her twin sister works in the trauma
unit there. A younger sister is working and going
to school in Redlands, California. Their brother
in

'82.

Lynn Wissman, student '79
Randy Coble in her hometown
on June

to

S^. married

of Ncv. Market.

She has been wiirking as an
West Side Hospital in Madison. Tennessee, and Randy became a C.R.N. A.
at the end of August.
Virginia,

medical school in Memphis, Tennessee.

24.

-X-ray technologist at

Derrick Williams, student '83. is an orderly in a
nursing home. His father, Larry Williams,
teaches behavioral science at SC. Derrick is married and has two step-children.
P,

Dianne Williams, student

'78 to '80.

is

sec-

retary for the investment/private placements de-

partment of Capital Holding Corporation in
Louisville, Kentucky. She is working toward accounting degrees

at the

University of Louisville.

Lori (Fales) Williams, '81, works as secretary to
the director of personnel at

Deana (Eicher) Watson, '82, married Terry
Watson. Jr.. at McDonald Road Church on July
24. 1983. She is working at Erianger in Chattanooga as an R.N. in labor and delivery.

Tedd Webster,

is

School Auto Parts in Martinsburg, West Virginia.
They live in Smithsburg. Maryland.

tist

Hospital

ried to

in

Shady Grove Adven-

Rockville, Maryland. She

is

mar-

Douglas Williams, co-owner of Eagle

Laura (Scheineman) Wolff, '82. is an R.N.
working in critical care. She married Ted Wolff,
former student, on June 12. 1983, and they live in
.Apopka. Florida.
nurse anesthetist.

He

is

a certified registered

Donna Jo (Messinger) Woods, '82. works with
New York Metro van ministry. She enters
computer data, does Bible visitation, and secretarial duties. She married Doug Woods, a graduate
of .Andrews University, in June of 1982. They
joined the van ministry in May. 1984. after doing
the

literature evangelism.

and his wife. Ten. an occubeen living in Miramar.

pational therapist, have

Tedd teaches physeducation at Greater Miami Academy.

Florida, since January, 1983.
ical

Mike Welch, student '81. married Bonnie
in 1979. They moved from Florida to

Barabe

Flippin.

.Arkansas, where he

involved with
is Jeff Bu-

is

electronics manufacturing. His cousin
tler.

81.

David West, student '78 to '81 graduated from
Maryland m May. planned to
marry Nancy Malin on June 24. and then move to
South Carolina.
.

the University of

Philip A. Whary, 81, is director of Realistic
Achievement programs dealing with drug/alcohol
abuse. He and his wife. Lennila, '70. live in
Pulaski. Tennessee. She is an R.N. working m

home

nursing for Elk Valley

Home

They had two children. Peter.
and now Rusty, 7. was adopted

1

1,

in

Health Care.

and Ellen, 4.
March. 1983.

.Mike Whitaker, student '78 to '80.

is

plant

and adhesive company.
He got married in .March. 1982. and he and his
wife had a baby boy last December. They live in
Chatsworth, Georgia.

manager

for a chemical

Faye Whiting, student '81 to '83, is finishing a
La Sierra/LLU in California.

biology major at

'83. and his wife. Linda (Van
and '83. are in Loma Linda, California, where he is studying hard in medical school.
Linda works full time as an R.N. at a Riverside
County public health department clinic.

Sidney Whiting,

Arsdell), '80

Lisa ICarmichael) Whitlow, '83. and her husband planned to move to .Andrews University this
summer. He will attend the seminary and she will
work on her master's in nursing while there.
.Sandra (Hoffman) VVhitmire, '81,

Hoffman

tive secretary at

is

administra-

Interior Concepts.

She

married Michael L. Whilmire on October 30.
19*2. They live in Cleveland.

Doug Whitwtt,

'83.

married Maryse Proven-

^ in the Bnynton
Beach Church in south Florida. He is an R N.
working at the Charieston Area Medical Center,

ch««, former student,

medical IC'U.
Calvin

in

WicM,

on August

Charieston. West Virginia.
'82. is special projects mana(!ci

at AdvcnIisI Health
Sy»tem/Sunbclt. He married rami Goodall, slu
'79
'82.
dent
to
on December 18. 1982. A baby,

for the finance

Cecil

department

Benjamen. joined the family

in

Orlando on

February 21, 19S4.

Sophomore Brad Senska

Sophomore Diana Green
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